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Introduction
The County of Pyeongchang was one of 16 cities selected to receive  
a Smarter Cities Challenge® grant from IBM in 2014 as part of the 
company’s citizenship efforts to build a Smarter Planet®. During three 
weeks in April 2015, a team of six IBM experts worked to deliver 
recommendations on the following key challenge identified by Mayor 
JaeKook Sim and his senior leadership team: Pyeongchang County’s 
mission is to establish an Olympic tourism legacy that grows annual 
tourist visits from 10 million to 13 million while driving more balanced 
tourism between the County’s northern and southern regions.

After the 2018 Olympic Winter Games come to an end and the 
Olympic flame ceases to burn, Pyeongchang County will have 
benefited significantly from two game-changing events. First, a 
substantial increase in global awareness of Pyeongchang County  
will result from the intense and focused media coverage of the  
2018 Olympic Winter Games. Second, a new High Speed Rail  
(HSR) line will enable the 10 million residents of Seoul to reach  
the County within one hour. Pyeongchang has recognized that  
these two developments will substantially change its tourism  
industry. The County’s goal is to maximize the benefits that  
these changes enable.

The challenge 
Pyeongchang County faces several challenges in its effort to drive 
increased and balanced tourism in the region. These challenges 
include the following:

1. Pyeongchang County’s tourism industry is heavily 
dependent on local rather than international 
tourism. The County relies primarily on tourism 
driven by its winter season (mostly December 
and January) and on day trips that are 
significantly inspired by festivals.

2. Pyeongchang County possesses unique and 
differentiated natural features, but the region  
is not well known to foreign tourists. 

3. There are socioeconomic differences between  
the County’s northern and southern regions. 
While the regions have similar populations,  
the income per capita in the north is double  
that of the south. The large resorts, larger farms, 
and most successful festivals are all located in  
the north, while the County’s seat of government 
is located in the south. 

4. The County lacks awareness of its target audience, 
including who the tourists are, what they want to 
do and how they engage in the region.

1. Executive summary
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Findings and recommendations 
By leveraging the inherent strengths of the region, aligning plans  
to maximize the presence and value of the Olympic Winter Games 
and focusing efforts on tourism, the IBM Smarter Cities Challenge 
team identified the following five strategic imperatives for 
Pyeongchang County:

1. Implement critical marketing functions
Currently the County’s marketing efforts for tourism cross multiple 
departments. This has resulted in a disconnected brand/region 
identity, a focus on individual products instead of an overall experience 
and limited information or data on tourist habits. To strengthen and 
align marketing efforts, the IBM team recommends that the County 
take the following actions: 
• Adopt a marketing methodology to build segmented and individual 

customer experiences for visitors to Pyeongchang County
• Centralize disparate marketing functions and budgets into a 

dedicated Destination Marketing Function that reports to the Mayor
• Deploy a tourism loyalty program that can offer insight into tourist 

behavior and leverage rewards to incentivize travel to the south
• Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity so the region is 

prepared to maximize its Olympic exposure

2. Be more present on digital platforms
The County’s digital presence is fragmented and achieves limited 
exposure beyond the Korean market. To strengthen this online 
presence, the IBM team recommends a “back-to-basics” approach  
in which the County establishes key initiatives and strategies that  
will help improve the digital experience. The County should focus  
on the following:
• Create an engagement model of Dream, Plan, Enjoy and Share
• Implement a Content Marketing Factory that aggregates all tourist 

assets in a consistent manner, providing valuable content on all 
digital platforms

• Focus on mobile engagement, including a mobile-friendly County 
website and a tourist-focused application

• Engage in social media outreach and communication to gain 
insights about audience segments and tourist experiences  
and to promote Pyeongchang County

3. Use data and analytics to drive tourism
The County’s use of data and analytics is in the early stages of 
development, relying primarily on static spreadsheets. The IBM  
team recommends that the County make a significant cultural  
shift to data-driven decision making by doing the following:
• Appoint a Chief Analytics Officer (CAO) responsible for the design, 

implementation and operations of a data and analytics engine
• Build an information architecture and platform for Smart Tourism  

to collect data from a wide variety of data sources, both structured 
and unstructured

• Develop analytics-based questions that are most important  
to the County and use the gathered data to develop actions  
and implement next steps

4. Prepare for the High Speed Rail (HSR)
One of the most substantial and enduring assets that will result  
from the 2018 Olympic Winter Games is the arrival of the HSR from  
Seoul to the eastern coast of South Korea. The County must 
encourage travelers on this rail line to disembark in Pyeongchang. 
While travelers have typically determined their destination before 
boarding, the County’s goal is to influence new and return visits  
by building awareness of Pyeongchang and encouraging positive 
social media shares. To prepare for the HSR, the team recommends  
the following steps:
• Build an in-train experience using typical awareness assets,  

such as physical promotions and digital marketing
• Once enhanced, utilize the County’s mobile application during  

the train’s journey to engage tourists 
• Develop a mini-Pyeongchang County tourism experience  

in the rail stations to build awareness of the many attractions  
and activities in the County

• Build a tourist center in the rail stations to help visitors plan travel 
and sightseeing logistics and to promote specific activities within 
the region — with an emphasis on the south

3
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5. Balance tourism between the north and the south
While the south spearheaded efforts to increase tourist visits to its 
community in 2014, data collected by the County demonstrated that 
the region drew only 6% of the County’s overall number of visits, 2%  
of overnight stays and less than 1% of festival traffic. The ability to 
increase tourism in the south hinges on two key objectives. First, the 
south must leverage its existing assets, especially nature. Second,  
the south must differentiate its offerings from those of the north.  
To do this, the south should establish itself as an Adventure Tourism 
destination, centered in Pyeongchang town, promoting the theme  
“Be Natural in Nature.” The IBM team recommends that the County 
make the following updates in the south to help balance tourism:
• Build strategic and sustainable hiking and biking trails that are 

anchored by the river and connect visitors with nature; and link  
the trails to the outlying communities to encourage cultural  
activity as the tourist travels through the region

• Build an Olympic attraction that offers tourists a place to rest  
and view iconic statues, such as the Olympic rings and torch

• Beautify Pyeongchang town to match and highlight its natural 
surroundings

• Develop a student nature program that can accommodate 2,000 
children attending four-day sessions throughout the year

• Implement festivals that showcase the “Be Natural in Nature” theme

Conclusion 
The opportunities to increase tourism in Pyeongchang County  
are abundant as it has convenient access to large populations and 
possesses unique qualities that differentiate it from other tourist 
destinations. An urban Korean population of 10 million people  
will be one hour away by HSR from Seoul, while more than one 
hundred million Asians are within a two-hour flight to Seoul. 

Additionally, the County possesses a unique natural beauty that 
contributes to an overall culture of healthy living. With its natural 
landscape, Pyeongchang County has the potential to become  
a leading destination for Adventure Tourism, a substantial market  
that already exists in the West and is emerging in Asia. 

By leveraging its existing advantages and implementing the IBM 
team’s recommendations, Pyeongchang County can preserve its 
Olympic legacy and secure the County’s reputation as a destination  
of choice for tourists from all over the world.

Highlights
• Strengthen and align marketing efforts by establishing a 

Destination Marketing Function and tourism loyalty program
• Increase the County’s presence on digital platforms through 

social media outreach, mobile engagement and a tourist-
focused application 

• Use data and analytics to develop key insights into tourist 
behavior in order to develop more effective tourist 
experiences moving forward

• Build an in-train, in-station, near-station and from-station 
experience that helps ensure the HSR is a valuable asset  
for attracting more tourists to Pyeongchang County

• Increase tourism in the south by promoting it as an Adventure 
Tourism destination — develop programs, attractions and 
trails that highlight the region’s rich natural landscape



A. The Smarter Cities Challenge
By 2050, cities will be home to more than two-thirds of the world’s 
population. They already wield more economic power and have access to 
more advanced technological capabilities than ever before. Simultaneously, 
cities are struggling with a wide range of challenges and threats to 
sustainability in their core support and governance systems, including 
transport, water, energy, communications, healthcare and social services. 

Meanwhile, trillions of digital devices, connected through the Internet, 
are producing a vast ocean of data. All of this information — from the 
flow of markets to the pulse of societies — can be turned into knowledge 
because we now have the computational power and advanced analytics 
to make sense of it. With this knowledge, cities could reduce costs, 
cut waste and improve efficiency, productivity and quality of life for 
their citizens. In the face of the mammoth challenges of economic 
crisis and increased demand for services, ample opportunities still 
exist for the development of innovative solutions.

In November 2008, IBM initiated a discussion on how the planet is 
becoming “smarter.” By this it meant that intelligence is becoming 
infused into the systems and processes that make the world work 
— into things no one would recognize as computers: cars, appliances, 
roadways, power grids, clothes and even natural systems, such  
as agriculture and waterways. By creating more instrumented, 
interconnected and intelligent systems, citizens and policymakers  
can harvest new trends and insights from data, providing the basis  
for more-informed decisions.

A Smarter City uses technology to transform its core systems and 
optimize finite resources. Because cities grapple on a daily basis  
with the interaction of water, transportation, energy, public safety and 
many other systems, IBM is committed to a vision of Smarter Cities®  
as a vital component of building a Smarter Planet. At the highest  
levels of maturity, a Smarter City is a knowledge-based system that 
provides real-time insights to stakeholders and enables decision 
makers to manage the city’s subsystems proactively. Effective 
information management is at the heart of this capability, and 
integration and analytics are the key enablers.

Intelligence is being infused into the way the world works.

The IBM Smarter Cities Challenge contributes the skills and expertise 
of top IBM talent to address the critical challenges facing cities around 
the world. We do this by putting teams on the ground for three weeks 
to work closely with local leaders to deliver recommendations on how 
to make the city smarter and more effective. Over the past five years, 
114 cities have been selected to receive grants. 

The County of Pyeongchang was selected through a competitive 
process as one of 16 cities and regions to be awarded a Smarter 
Cities Challenge grant in 2014.

During a three-week period in April of 2015, a team of six IBM experts 
worked in Pyeongchang County to deliver recommendations around 
key issues for Mayor JaeKook Sim.

2. Introduction

Figure 1: Instrumented, interconnected, intelligent

Intelligent
We can analyze and derive insight from  
large and diverse sources of information  
to predict and respond better to change.

Instrumented
We can measure, sense  
and see the condition of  

practically everything.

Interconnected
People, systems and objects can 
communicate and interact with  

one another in entirely new ways.



B. The challenge
Pyeongchang County is located in the Gangwon Province of South 
Korea, approximately a 2.5 hour drive to the east of Seoul. The County 
covers an area of 1,464 square kilometers, is home to 43,660 residents 
and is recognized for its natural beauty and healthy lifestyle supported 
by its mountainous geography. The County’s two largest sources of 
revenue are agriculture and tourism. These two industries represent 
more than 60% of the region’s economic output, but there remains 
significant disparity between the north and the south. 

In part, this disparity exists because of an arterial highway, 
constructed 20 years ago, from Seoul. This highway traversed the 
County’s northern region, causing economic activity in the north to 
significantly outpace that of the south. While each region maintains 
similar populations, the income per capita in the north is double that 
of the south. The large resorts, larger farms and most-successful 
festivals are all located in the north, causing further disparity.

There is fierce competition for tourist dollars from other regions in Korea, 
as well as other countries. With the Olympic Winter Games coming  
to Pyeongchang in 2018, the County will receive attention on a global 
scale. As part of the Olympic preparations, a new HSR line is being 
built from Seoul to the eastern coast of South Korea, which will help 
increase travel to the region. Pyeongchang wants to capitalize on this 
investment by leveraging the HSR to bring more visitors to the County 
and encourage tourists to explore its lesser-traveled southern region. 

The mission identified by Mayor JaeKook Sim and his senior leadership 
team is to establish an Olympic tourism legacy and grow tourist visits 
from 10 million to 13 million while driving more-balanced tourism between 
the County’s northern and southern regions. Today Pyeongchang 
County faces four critical challenges they need to overcome:
1. Underutilization: Accommodations and tourist attractions  

in Pyeongchang County are not being utilized to their fullest 
potential year-round.

2. Destination recognition: Pyeongchang County is not well known 
as a foreign tourist destination. There is some awareness among 
the Chinese population but not from most other international 
locations. Pyeongchang lacks a consistent and targeted 
approach to attract and retain visitors.

3. Balanced tourism: Pyeongchang County has a lack of balanced 
tourism between the north and the south. There are socioeconomic 
and entrepreneurial differences between the two regions. 

4. Tourist awareness: Pyeongchang County has a lack of awareness 
of who the tourists are, what they want to do and how they engage 
in the region. This impacts future planning for the County, as there 
are gaps in identifying growth areas or opportunities for new 
attractions in Pyeongchang.

Pyeongchang County fully understands the challenges it faces.  
The County recognizes it needs to leverage the Olympic Winter Games 
and the HSR to increase tourism across the entire County, with a 
significant focus on more growth in the south. In order to achieve  
the mission set out by Mayor JaeKook Sim and his senior leadership 
team, the IBM team agreed to focus on the following key areas:
• Marketing — Improve marketing and branding in Pyeongchang  

to increase visits, spend and brand/region awareness
• Digital — Strengthen the County’s digital and mobile presence  

to engage visitors and guide them through an exceptional 
customer experience

• Data and analytics — Improve data gathering and analytics 
capabilities to identify trends and gaps in tourism and make 
recommendations for continued improvement

• HSR — Leverage the upcoming infrastructure to encourage  
visitors to disembark in Pyeongchang County 

• Balanced tourism — Boost tourism in the south by showcasing  
its natural beauty, positioning the region as an Adventure Tourism 
destination and adding iconic attractions

Because Pyeongchang County emphasized the importance of 
actionable, realistic recommendations from the IBM Smarter Cities 
Challenge team, this report contains specific guidance in each of  
the above areas.
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A. Context and findings
Pyeongchang County is a region of undiscovered beauty. From 
mountains and rivers, to cultural and culinary experiences, to sports 
adventures and everything in between, Pyeongchang is a region 
poised for tourism and economic growth. Based on the findings from 
60 interviews with key stakeholders from the County, local businesses, 
the media and community leaders, the IBM Smarter Cities Challenge 
team identified five strategic imperatives for Pyeongchang County. 
These imperatives, along with the County’s existing strengths and 
game changers, are listed in Table 1.

Pyeongchang County has several key strengths that could help  
boost tourist visits. The region is full of natural resources: mountains,  
a substantial forest, a winding river and an average altitude of 700 
meters, which is said to promote good health. The County is a mecca 
for outdoor activities, such as golf and skiing, which has helped establish 
a substantial tourist infrastructure with plenty of accommodations and 
attractions in the north. Additionally, the Happy700 brand, created 
because 65% of the land in Pyeongchang County lies at or above 700 
meters, and key festivals, such as the Pyeongchang Trout Festival and 
the Daegwallyeong Snow Festival, are well known within Korea. 
Finally, Pyeongchang has a base of 10 million tourist visits per year, 
which allows for targeted growth within this community.

There are two game-changing opportunities coming up for 
Pyeongchang County. First, the 2018 Olympic Winter Games,  
which will provide global brand/region awareness, will make it  
easier to reach and attract international tourists. Second, the  
County will benefit from the HSR line that is being constructed  
for the Olympics, which will reduce travel time from Seoul to 
Pyeongchang to one hour and increase access to the region  
for Seoul’s 10 million residents. 

During interviews with key stakeholders, a number of trends  
emerged regarding the five strategic imperatives:

1. Marketing: Today Pyeongchang lacks an end-to-end marketing 
strategy, in-depth knowledge of its tourists and consistent 
branding and merchandising. There are a number of factors 
contributing to the County’s current marketing challenges. 
 
Multiple individuals are responsible for marketing activities across 
the County, which makes it difficult to manage a marketing agenda 
or marketing campaigns. Current County marketing is done via 
newspapers, the County website and the Culture and Tourism 
website, but significant gaps exist in marketing reach, especially 
to foreign visitors. Additionally, there are no marketing campaigns 
for specific visitor segments, and there is no program in place to 
entice visitors to make return visits to Pyeongchang County.

3. Context, findings  
and roadmap

Strategic imperatives Strengths Game changers

• Implement critical marketing functions
• Be more present on digital platforms
• Use data and analytics to drive tourism
• Prepare for the High Speed Rail (HSR)
• Balance tourism between the north and the south

• Natural environment resources
• Tourist infrastructure in the north
• 10 million annual visits
• Happy700 brand awareness
• Festivals

• 2018 Olympic Winter Games
• High Speed Rail

Table 1: Pyeongchang County’s current tourism outlook
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Pyeongchang has multiple brand identities: Olympic logos, 
snowmen and Happy700, each representing a different look and 
feel for the brand/region of Pyeongchang. This is causing a brand 
identity issue, lack of a cohesive merchandising strategy and a 
missed opportunity to leverage the Pyeongchang name during 
the Olympic Winter Games.

2. Digital: Currently Pyeongchang County lacks a single, integrated 
and cohesive digital experience upon which a tourist can 
participate in the engagement model of Dream, Plan, Enjoy and 
Share. In this model, tourists are able to Dream about 
Pyeongchang, Plan a trip to the region, Enjoy traveling in the 
region and Share experiences following their journey.  
 
The County’s websites are difficult to navigate, do not provide 
enough valuable content and are fully available in only the Korean 
language. Although there is a mobile application showcasing 
some tourist attractions in Pyeongchang County, the application  
is not easy to navigate, lacks valuable, relevant and consistent 
content, and is available in only the Korean language. 
 
The County has a limited social media presence and extends  
little reach to the international audience. Some awareness of the 
region’s accommodations and resorts exist on travel websites, 
such as TripAdvisor and Hotels.com, but this content is not being 
monitored in order to respond to comments or identify areas  
for improvement.

3. Data and analytics: A gap exists in the structured and 
unstructured data available to Pyeongchang County, specifically 
on tourism. The County currently gathers and utilizes structured 
data, including data on tourist visits, accommodations and 
festivals, but reports are incomplete. 
 
There is currently no system in place to develop and obtain 
unstructured data. Data, when available, is fragmented across 
departments and is not being used to its fullest potential to make 
informed and strategic decisions that could help maximize the 
County’s competitive advantage. 

4. High Speed Rail: As the HSR is a new initiative, Pyeongchang  
County is seeking recommendations and case studies on  
how other cities, regions and countries have best leveraged  
HSR systems to their advantage. 

5. Balanced tourism: Current challenges that exist in balancing 
tourism between the north and the south include a lack of an 
iconic draw in the south, a gap in attractions and accommodations 
that would encourage visitors to travel to the south, a lack of a 
strong entrepreneurial attitude as compared to the north and  
a challenge in transporting tourists to the south. 

Illustrative example
In order to illustrate its findings on the current tourism experience  
in Pyeongchang County, the IBM team built a Journey Map (see 
Figure 2) highlighting “moments of truth” throughout the tourist 
journey. The Journey Map can help the County identify issues and  
take steps to move all “moments of truth” to green or positive. 

This Journey Map illustrates how Vince, a 40-year old businessman, 
experiences Pyeongchang County today. Vince begins his journey  
by researching information about Pyeongchang (Dream), to making  
his arrangements (Plan), to his visit (Enjoy) and his feedback upon  
his return (Share). Throughout the journey, Vince faces challenges 
gathering information and discovers the lack of an integrated booking 
experience. He struggles to find consistent and valuable content 
across multiple channels, faces transportation difficulties and 
expresses frustration when posting details about his experience  
to social media.
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Figure 2: An illustrative example of how a 40-year old businessman experiences Pyeongchang County today

Dream Plan Enjoy Share

I am Vince
Director with a large  

global company

Age: 40
Hometown: Denver, Colorado

Income: $10,000 per month

Marital status: Married
Children: Two

Employment: IT, technical

Education: College graduate
Hobby: Skiing, soccer
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While searching online for 
Winter Olympics 2018, I 

came across Pyeongchang.

User comments  
on TripAdvisor  
are favorable.

Landed in Pyeongchang with my 
wife via Seoul. Had to overcome 

language barriers at all points  
but am impressed with people 

and landscape.

Stayed at Alpensia.  
Went skiing and loved it.

Before coming, a  
friend told me about 
Baengnyong Cave.

I looked for information 
online about Pyeongchang, 

and there wasn’t much.  
But I feel excited about  

the place.

No Pyeongchang County 
website. My search halts  

with some frustration.

Could not find any 
US mobile apps for 
Android or Apple 

devices.

Went to a booking  
site expecting more 
info. before I plan my 

trip. No additional 
information came up.

I called my travel agent, 
and no immediate 

assistance was 
provided. He promised 

to get back to me.

Travel agent called after 
two days. He has 

created a Seoul-centric 
package for me. 

Pyeongchang features 
as a two-night stop. 

Wanted to drive around 
in Pyeongchang. 

Navigation was difficult 
because of language 

and map apps.

Returned to Seoul and 
decided not to extend my 

stay in this beautiful region.

Posted on Facebook, blog 
and TripAdvisor many good 
things about the beauty of 

the place. Warned others of 
the lack of convenience.

Visited the Visit Korea website.  
Found some general information 

but no connected image of 
Pyeongchang. Not much detail 

about how it’s unique. 

Asked front desk about the  
cave. Attendant was clueless. 
After an hour, we finally had  

an itinerary prepared.
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B. Roadmap
What does Pyeongchang County need to do in order to increase 
tourist visits from 10 million to 13 million, drive tourism to the south  
and improve the tourist experience? The IBM Smarter Cities 
Challenge team has outlined five strategic imperatives to frame  
its recommendations. They are as follows:

Implement critical marketing functions
• Establish a centralized Destination Marketing Function that  

reports to the Mayor
• Implement a county-wide loyalty program
• Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity, with emphasis  

on the name “Pyeongchang” 

Be more present on digital platforms
• Build and manage an integrated digital presence that spans  

the tourist journey
• Build and manage a Content Marketing Factory

Use data and analytics to drive tourism
• Develop an information architecture and platform for Smart 

Tourism that delivers analytic insight that management can  
use to make informed decisions

Prepare for the High Speed Rail (HSR) 
• Stay connected with the tourist while on the train via promotions 

and digital marketing
• Make the passage through the station enjoyable and memorable
• Drive tourist spend near-station and develop from-station 

transportation to the south

Balance tourism between the north and the south
• Develop a southern identity built around nature and recreation
• Implement an entrepreneurial program for school-aged children 

and local businesses

These five strategic imperatives are tightly coupled. The marketing, 
digital and data and analytics recommendations are interconnected 
and will all benefit from the creation of a Destination Marketing 
Function. Preparing for the HSR will help capture increased tourist  
visits; however, the new system may also create further challenges  
for the south if transportation is not available from the stations to 
southern attractions. 

Balancing tourism between the north and the south relies on the 
County’s ability to implement all of the recommendations above, as 
well as efforts to expand the tourist base by adding an Adventure 
Tourism focus in the south with the theme “Be Natural in Nature.”

The IBM team specifically refers to the five areas of focus as strategic 
imperatives, as the team believes all are important and provide the 
umbrella for very specific actions. We have organized the actions by 
near-term (2015), medium-term (2016 - 2017) and long-term (2018 and 
beyond) to provide a logical framework for implementation. Figure 3 
depicts a timeline of key milestones.
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Strategic 
imperatives

Priorities 2015 2016 - 2017 2018 and beyond

Implement 
critical 

marketing 
functions

New organizational structure Centralize destination marketing

Marketing methodology Implement methodology  
and governance

Marketing plan Finalize comprehensive  
marketing plan

Loyalty program Design program Build and deploy Launch and operate

Revised identity Launch identity February 9, 2016

Be more 
present 

on digital 
platforms

Website Search engine optimization Build and deploy integrated  
tourist portal Insight and analytics

Content  Deliver content across  
multiple channels

Build and deploy Marketing  
Content Factory Best practices and analytics

Mobile Enhance mobile app Marketing promotions and analytics

Social media Improve presence Monitor and respond Social incentives and analytics 

Use data and 
analytics to 

drive tourism

Data and analytics Staff analytics function Comprehensive reporting Predictive analytics begins

Data and analytics Develop data framework Launch phase I hub platform Phase II more data, more queries

Data and analytics Design initial analytics queries Integrate into hub, bookings, tickets

Prepare for the 
High Speed 
Rail (HSR)

On train Partnership with Korail Mobile

In station Develop in-station facilities/experience

From station Hop on – hop off bus tours and packages

From station Develop the third station ‘tourist hub’

Balance 
tourism 

between the 
north and  
the south

Build trails Finalize detailed trail and  
campground plan

Build 40 kilometers of trails,  
including mountain/river Build 60 kilometers of trails

Beautify Finalize city beautification plan First biking/Olympic festival

Olympic theme park Design complete Build with rings only Add torch

River Design complete Phase I complete Complete beautification of County/River

Entrepreneurial program SNU MoU to design  
entrepreneurial program Launch entrepreneurial program

Mentoring program Launch mentorship program

Educational program Design program Build infrastrucutre, launch  
September 2016 Operate

Olympic business 
development

Launch Olympic business  
awareness program

Figure 3: Timeline of implementation milestones



In order to achieve the mission as outlined by Mayor JaeKook Sim, 
Pyeongchang County needs to accomplish the following: increase 
market share of tourism in South Korea, increase tourism spend 
across the 10 million existing visitors, engage the local Seoul 
population of 10 million people to come to the region via the HSR and 
increase the number of international travelers visiting Pyeongchang 
County by leveraging the 2018 Olympic Winter Games as a  
marketing tool. 

To grow market share, the County should pursue two key focus areas:

1. The County should leverage its existing products, services and 
brand identity as it works to enhance the tourist experience from 
start to finish. This will require implementation of better data analytics, 
focused digital engagement and improved marketing execution.  
 
Globally, 66% of travelers research travel online via a search 
engine, 46% of tourists make their own travel arrangements and 
bookings online and 75% of travelers update their Facebook page 
while on vacation.1, 2 This is a compelling reason for the County to 
enhance its digital platform and implement the right marketing 
activities for broader digital reach. 
 
Today’s typical tourist is highly mobile, using mobile devices 
throughout the travel experience. Korea alone has 56 million 
mobile connections, which is 109% of the total population.3 As 
evidenced by these statistics, Pyeongchang has an opportunity  
to reach a substantial number of tourists via mobile connections 
and should implement digital, data and marketing strategies that 
leverage a mobile device presence.

To enable and direct its marketing and digital engagement 
endeavors, the County needs to establish a management  
system that draws insights from data analytics to drive  
continuous improvement. The IBM team calls this critical  
function Destination Marketing.

2. The County should focus on growing market share in the south. 
Here the IBM team recommends developing a new tourism focus 
around Adventure Tourism, with the theme “Be Natural in Nature.” 
Europeans and Americans spend an average of 20% of their tourist 
dollars on Adventure Tourism. From 2009 to 2013, Adventure Tourism 
grew at 65% year over year.4 Positioning the south as an Adventure 
Tourism destination will help the County achieve its goal of 
balanced visits between its northern and southern regions.  
 
Having command of tourist data and implementing a data-driven 
architecture will help the County strengthen its tourism presence. 
This data, along with the Smart Tourism platform, which provides 
the framework to capture and analyze data and collect feedback, 
will enable fact-based decision making across the County.

In addition to these two key focus areas, the installation of the HSR  
will help the County support its tourism efforts, so long as the County 
takes a proactive role to encourage more overnight visitor stays in 
Pyeongchang. Research demonstrates that other cities have experienced 
both positive and negative consequences as a result of HSR systems. 
For example, the HSR in Lille, France, transformed the city from a 
poor-performing industrial region to a successful cultural center5, 
while in Dijon and Valence overnight stays decreased.6 

4. Recommendations
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In order to make the HSR an asset, the County will need to connect with 
riders throughout their journey, from in-train to in-station to near-station 
and from-station. The County can do this by embracing digital technology 
and marketing to reach potential tourists proactively every step of the 
way. The first four strategic imperatives, along with top-down messaging 
focused on increasing visits in the south, will help support balanced 
tourism between the north and the south. As tourism demands in the 
south increase, the County can implement appropriate transportation 
infrastructure, such as a small transportation hub, in the region. 

To increase tourism spend, Pyeongchang County needs to increase 
the number of tourists and increase the per capita tourist spend. 
Regional access provided by the HSR, as well as awareness 
generated by the Olympic Winter Games, will help usher new  
tourists to the region, provided the County invests in its marketing 
efforts and the end-to-end tourist experience.

One way to boost the per capita tourist spend is to transition the 
County’s day trips to overnight stays. Based on data provided by 
Pyeongchang County, there are 1.8 million tourist visits that are 
associated with day trips. Enriching the tourism experience across 
local businesses, delivering targeted marketing campaigns and 
improving infrastructure to make sufficient activities and attractions 
available to the tourist will be critical to help ensure more tourists 
choose to stay overnight and visit the south.

These focus areas directly align with the five strategic imperatives 
defined by the IBM Smarter Cities Challenge team. What follows  
is a detailed outline of each strategic imperative, along with the 
recommendations that fall under that imperative.

Strategic imperative 1: Implement critical 
marketing functions
The IBM team recommends centralizing the County’s marketing 
strategy and execution within one organization, called the Destination 
Marketing Function. This organization should report to the Mayor  
and will help build segmented and individual customer experiences 
for visitors to Pyeongchang County. This function will also help drive 
end-to-end accountability across marketing initiatives. The competitive 
tourism environment elevates the importance of this action for 
more-focused positioning and differentiation.

Implementing a loyalty program for individual tourists will help enable 
data collection on key visitor behaviors, such as purchasing patterns, 
tourist interests and demographics. It can also be used to incentivize 
visits to the south, helping to balance tourism visits between the north 
and the south, and to increase the number of visits and tourist spend  
in the south.

The 2018 Olympic Winter Games will significantly magnify Pyeongchang’s 
brand/region awareness. For instance, international awareness grew 
from 15% to more than 30% for Whistler, the ski venue for the Vancouver 
2010 Olympic Winter Games, as a result of a focused effort to align  
the Whistler name to the Olympic brand (see Figure 4).7 While the 
Pyeongchang brand is strong, the identity needs to be reassessed, 
with particular emphasis placed on the “Pyeongchang” name to 
ensure the connection is made between the 2018 Olympic Winter 
Games and Pyeongchang County.
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Figure 4: Whistler Destination Marketing Organization example

Whistler 2010 Winter Games Post-Games report 
www.whistler.ca/sites/default/files/6.2.420living20the20dream1.pdf

$500-million is the  
estimated gross retail  
sales of 2010 Olympic 
Winter Games branded 
merchandise

whistler.com received  
255,000 visits in  
February – strongest  
month ever

$140 million+ ad equivalency  
in editorial coverage in North America 
generated in February 2010; $132 million 
in broadcasts + $8 million print/online

1,000,000+ visits to 
whistlerblackcomb.com  
in February 2010, up 25%  
over 2009

Based on a study conducted by Tourism Whistler,  
in partnership with Tourism British Columbia, 
awareness of Whistler increased significantly  
in key overseas markets. The study measured 
awareness of Whistler before and after the 2010 
Olympic Winter Games (November 2009, January 
2010 and March 2010).

Increases by market:

• United Kingdom – awareness increased from 32% 
to 45%

• Germany – awareness increased from 19% to 42%

• Australia – awareness increased from 48% to 62%

“ The Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games delivered on all our hopes and dreams 
and more. Whistler was the winter icon of the Games, and Tourism Whistler was proud 
to tell Whistler’s story through the media, our marketing and our visitor services. The 
postitive word-of-mouth and growth in awareness levels as a result of the Games has 
clearly positioned the Resort for future success in all of our global target markets.”

— Barrett Fisher, Tourism Whistler, President and CEO

Official destination website 
www.whistler.com

• DMAI — 600 DMOs with 4,100 staff in 15 countries managing  
a $2 billion budget

• Provides greater ability to engage other international DMOs  
and access to best practices and experiences

https://www.whistler.ca/sites/default/files/6.2.420living20the20dream1.pdf
https://www.whistler.com
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Recommendation 1-1: Establish a centralized Destination Marketing Function that reports to the Mayor

Pyeongchang County should establish a Destination Marketing Function that reports directly to the Mayor and centralizes all marketing functions. 

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope 
• Appoint a Destination Marketing Officer (DMO) responsible for product management, promotion/partnerships, communications, loyalty and digital 

marketing implementation, brand management, public relations strategy and analytics reporting to deliver insight
• Implement single and consolidated ownership of Pyeongchang County Destination Marketing strategy and budget
• Develop marketing plans with clear objectives 
• Define visitor segmentation based on observed behaviors and leveraged data
• Develop orchestrated tourism assets, creating compelling packages with intentional design for memorable visitor experiences
• Lead digital management, brand management, communications planning and plan execution

Expected outcomes
• Positive impact on the growth of tourist visits
• Improved understanding of tourist wants and needs, enabling the County to better design tourism services to meet these specific requirements  

and expectations
• Development and delivery of a set of prioritized and impactful marketing campaigns and programs versus fragmented offerings
• Marketing expertise and digital skills infused into Pyeongchang County’s tourism efforts

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be an inability to build a visitor-centric and differentiated approach that would drive tourism to the south to help achieve 
Pyeongchang County targets.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner:
• Pyeongchang County Office, newly appointed Destination Marketing 

Officer reporting to the Mayor

Stakeholders: 
• Mayor
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division Director 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Planning and Audit Office Director 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Planning and Audit Office 

(Communications) Deputy Director 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Agricultural Technology Center
• Green Tourism Corporation
• Winter Olympics County Promotion Team
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders (e.g., accommodations, rail, 

attractions, culture and tour organizations and restaurants)

Resources:
• Need to secure marketing budget that funds the marketing  

team headcount

People:
• Existing resources to be centralized through moves from different 

divisions (the approach for these moves and the roles for 13 marketing 
resources are located in Figure D-1 and Figure D-2 in the Appendix)

• Digital and loyalty program resources — require external  
hiring/outsourcing

Cost estimate: Medium
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Recommendation 1-1: Establish a centralized Destination Marketing Function that reports to the Mayor (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Budget funding and approval 
• Success is dependent on the implementation of the following  

project recommendations: 
 – Develop an information architecture and platform for Smart 

Tourism that delivers analytic insight that management can use  
to make informed decisions 

 – Build and manage an integrated digital presence that spans the  
tourist journey 

 – Implement a county-wide loyalty program

2015
• Centralize organization, appoint Destination Marketing Officer and 

establish milestones for the first 30, 60 and 90 days of the organization

2016 - 2017
• Build roles and responsibilities, recruit to fill skillset gaps
• Finalize comprehensive marketing plan
• Consolidate marketing budget
• Engage Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 

2018 and beyond
• Fully execute marketing plans in collaboration with Pyeongchang 

tourism stakeholders
• Acquire data to track marketing effectiveness and refine engagement 

and campaigns
• Deploy full marketing digital content engine and digital strategy

Priority

High — This recommendation is key to providing Pyeongchang County with the marketing insight and capabilities it needs to target and reach 
visitors while remaining consistent and aligned on marketing initiatives and messages.
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Recommendation 1-2: Implement a county-wide loyalty program

Create a loyalty program to gain insight on visitors, including buying behaviors, tourist interests and demographics. Build and target promotions  
to previous visitors, across local tourism stakeholders, accommodation providers, retailers and key destination assets.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope 
• Define program goals through collaboration across all stakeholder groups, including tourists, tourism providers of Pyeongchang and transportation 

providers to the region (e.g., Korail)
• Define program based on visitor feedback, ensuring the program considers what tourists value
• Provide tiered rewards program, offering low-cost, easily attainable short-term rewards to be redeemed early in the program and more highly 

valued, aspirational rewards to be redeemed later in the program
• Prioritize loyalty segments based on their value and potential impact to Pyeongchang, differentiated by their lifecycle and tourism requirements, 

including purchasing behavior, attitudes, satisfaction, demographics and lifestyles 
• Embed loyalty program into the total customer digital experience, driven by Destination Marketing efforts
• Run the program through a mobile application instead of a physical loyalty card in order to enable targeted digital marketing

Expected outcomes
• Increased visitor spend, conversion rates for tourist loyalty and tourist returns, which will result in more visits
• Promotion of tourism to the south by applying loyalty program benefits redeemable in the south
• Increased access to data and insights on tourist behavior and preferences 

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be a gap in the ability to guide the full client experience due to a lack of data on buyer behavior, interests and demographics. 
Additionally, economic impact, such as losing tourist visits to other destinations, would result in less spend per tourist and a lack of growth in the region. 

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner: 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Destination Marketing Officer

Stakeholders: 
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders
• Green Tourism Corporation
• Cross-County government divisions (e.g., Culture and Tourism, 

Agriculture, and Planning and Audit)

Resources:
• Purchase an off-the-shelf loyalty program solution and associated IT 

resources on a cloud platform 
• Review proposed loyalty model and case studies (in Figure D-3 and  

Figure D-4, located in the Appendix)

People:
• IT design as well as integration and implementation assistance
• Resources within the Destination Marketing Function to deploy and  

execute loyalty program

Technology:
• Deploy a low-cost Bluetooth-based beacon solution

Cost estimate: Medium
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Recommendation 1-2: Implement a county-wide loyalty program (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Budget funding and program approval 
• Establishment of IT platform
• Compelling value proposition for buy-in from loyalty program 

stakeholders across the County and effective use of tools and 
relationships with them

• Implementation of information architecture and platform  
for Smart Tourism that will enable data collection and  
analytic insights

2015
• Fund IT solutions, platform creation and integration 
• Appoint Loyalty Marketing Manager in the Destination Marketing Function
• Incorporate customer focus in marketing resources training and hiring
• Develop loyalty communication plan for the organization and Pyeongchang 

tourism stakeholders

2016 - 2017
• Build loyalty IT platform 
• Develop framework agreement and acquire loyalty program implementer 
• Design loyalty campaigns for prioritized segments and map these campaigns 

to current communications channels, including the digital platform

2018 and beyond
• Fully execute loyalty program and incorporate mobile capabilities
• Acquire data to track program effectiveness 
• Incorporate data and insight into marketing process

Priority

Medium — This is a critical function to understanding a visitor profile and feeding insight back into the Destination Marketing Function to perform 
targeted marketing for Pyeongchang County.
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Recommendation 1-3: Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity, with emphasis on the name “Pyeongchang” 

Pyeongchang County should address brand identity inconsistencies in order to differentiate and help tourists identify and dream about 
Pyeongchang as a premium priority destination.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope 
• Reestablish brand identity, focusing on the “Pyeongchang” name
• Ensure new identity launch and deployment through digital platform to reach international audiences (refer to the Madrid Community case study  

in Figure D-5, located in the Appendix)
• Instill discipline across stakeholders who manage the brand to ensure brand policies are clearly applied
• Implement merchandising business opportunity and program for the County in time for the 2018 Olympic Winter Games

Expected outcomes
• Increased brand awareness by promoting the “Pyeongchang” name
• Clarity and consistency of communications across all channels for branding, identity and merchandising recommendations
• Significant local and international exposure, leading to increased tourism to Pyeongchang County

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be limited awareness built around Pyeongchang and diminished post-Olympic legacy. Poor branding for Pyeongchang 
that does not place the County’s name at the forefront, would result in fewer tourists and less spend in the region.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner: 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Destination Marketing Officer

Stakeholders: 
• Mayor
• Pyeongchang County Council
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 

Resources:
• Destination Marketing manager for branding
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders to fund and execute 

merchandising strategy

Cost estimate: 
• Low – for design
• Medium – for implementation and launch
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Recommendation 1-3: Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity, with emphasis on the name “Pyeongchang” (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Budget funding and approval for identity reassessment
• Council agreement on brand identity strategy and approval  

to proceed
• Creation of a merchandising framework agreement with third parties  

for commercialization that is compliant with government policies 

2015
• Evaluate and establish updated brand identity
• Create an education and communication plan across all Pyeongchang 

tourism stakeholders

2016 - 2017
• Align the reassessed brand identity launch with a major event 

(leverage the Olympic Winter Games)
• Implement new brand identity across all communications/channels, 

including the digital platform

2018 and beyond
• Audit and track brand performance

Priority

High — This recommendation is critical to driving awareness of the Pyeongchang brand through one cohesive story. It is especially important 
considering the upcoming global attention and awareness that the County will receive during the 2018 Olympic Winter Games.
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Strategic imperative 2: Be more present 
on digital platforms
Today’s tourists want instant access to compelling information, 
products and services through a satisfying and seamless experience. 
They want to be engaged as individuals on their own terms, anytime, 
anywhere and on a personalized level. They want trusted, mutually 
beneficial relationships that go beyond one-time transactions to  
build customer loyalty. 

These modern tourist behaviors are driven by the prevalence of 
Internet access and the broad adoption of smartphones. A number  
of trends that are driving significant changes in the global travel 
industry are provided below:1, 2

Research (Dream):
• 65% of travelers look at the variety of activities as the main driver  

for a destination.
• 65% of leisure travelers begin researching online before they  

have decided where or how to travel.

Book (Plan):
• 46% of people make their own travel arrangements and  

bookings online.
• 88% of travelers consult reviews before making a booking, and half 

say that reviews are the greatest influence on their booking choices.

Mobile (Enjoy):
• 44% of travelers use their smartphone to research travel while  

they are traveling.
• 60% of users will not recommend companies with poor or no 

mobile sites.

Social (Share): 
By 2016, social media will be the primary way to generate travel 
bookings and revenue for half of the travel industry.
• 55% of travel brands generated direct bookings from social media.
• 60% of users say their friends’ photos on Facebook inspire their 

travel plans.

Content:
The digital ecosystem has changed. The trend to leverage valuable 
content from multiple sources is driving significant changes in the 
travel and tourism industry.
• 91% of consumers say access to content from any medium is 

important to them.
• 65% increase in user engagement is driven by providing quality 

photos and video on a website.
• 95% of users will be attracted to content that uses compelling 

images compared to content that lacks compelling images.

In order to capitalize on these trends of the modern traveler, 
Pyeongchang County should provide an authentic and engaging 
client experience with a focus on digital engagement. By paying  
close attention to societal changes and evolution, travel and tourism 
providers can better understand what people value, desire and  
need. Armed with this knowledge, travel and tourism providers  
can evaluate their vision and value proposition, and they can  
define how best to use digital to respond to people’s needs in  
an engaging and authentic way. 

Pyeongchang County should focus on two key areas for its digital 
engagement initiatives: first, the tourist’s digital experience across 
multiple channels, and second, the Content Marketing Factory,  
which will enable content that drives an enriched tourist experience.

The best travel destinations understand how to develop and promote 
each stage of the traveler’s journey. It starts with a dreaming phase, in 
which travelers look to technology to provide them with the information 
and inspiration they need to make travel choices. Dreaming is followed 
by the planning and enjoying phases. The journey then culminates  
in a sharing phase, during which the traveler’s experience can often 
inspire others to start dreaming about their own journey. New Zealand’s 
website (www.newzealand.com) and its mobile app represent best 
practices on how to deliver an impactful digital experience.

http://www.newzealand.com
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Interactive  
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Interactive map  
on mobile app

Interactive trip 
planner on 
mobile app

Social 
sharing

Mobile app
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Integrated  
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on website running  

on mobile device

Figure 5: newzealand.com case study
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Pyeongchang County would benefit from developing a 
comprehensive, integrated and intuitive website and mobile 
application for tourists to Dream, Plan, Enjoy and Share a  
journey in Pyeongchang.

Figure 6 illustrates the traveler journey, indicating the Dream, Plan, 
Enjoy and Share phases. The mapping of the activities helps to 
understand how and where a traveler will search for information,  
book a trip, where engagement occurs and where his or her journey 
improves so that the traveler will recommend Pyeongchang to others.

• Search

• Gather information

• Evaluate options

• Plan route

• Book flight, lodging, 
transportation

• Book packages

• Book activities

• Look up attractions, maps, 
restaurants

• Participate in loyalty program

• Respond to survey

• Provide online rating

• Share experience on 
Facebook, Twitter and blog

• Share experience with friends

• Plan next trip

Dream Plan Enjoy Share

Understand feedback and behavior to continuously improve client experience

Figure 6: Mapping of traveler activities — Dream, Plan, Enjoy and Share
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In order to provide an integrated digital experience to attract, engage 
and retain tourists, Pyeongchang County should do the following:
• Build an integrated tourist portal that provides a single point for 

tourists to Dream, Plan, Enjoy and Share their journey
• Implement an improved mobile engagement model to enhance  

the visitor experience before, during and after the journey
• Improve the County’s social media presence, which will also help 

surface opportunities for Pyeongchang to listen and respond to 
travelers’ opinions

• Incorporate data and analytics within the digital experience to 
understand and continuously improve the client experience

While the digital experience certainly relies on a strong digital 
infrastructure, its success depends on the quality of the content  
that is presented to travelers. This content is another key focus  
area in this second strategic imperative.

Content marketing is effective if marketers create and distribute 
valuable, relevant and consistent content that attracts and acquires  
a clearly defined audience. The most effective digital strategies have 
content at their core. Content offers travelers something of value in 
exchange for their time. It is imperative to engage potential tourists 
through meaningful content that enriches their experience. The County 
should make its content available via paid (print or digital space that 
must be purchased), owned and earned media, illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Paid, owned and earned media (Source: Altimeter Group)

Paid media
Traditional ads

Owned media
Corporate content

Earned media
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Sponsored 
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An example of a content strategy that has significantly impacted business 
success is Dive Rite, a maker of scuba diving gear. By planning the right 
content, Dive Rite was able to increase web traffic by 65% and drive 
more successful conversions for its dealers, all without additional 
spend on advertising. Dive Rite’s Director of Marketing stated, “Our 
website’s content marketing strategy allowed us to not only regain 
market share, entrench our brand in the mindset of our customers and 
increase sales, but it put us in a leadership position in our industry.”8

Pyeongchang can learn from the Dive Rite case study. The County  
has generated a substantial amount of content across multiple 
channels but lacks consistency and efficiency when presenting  
that content across the digital experience. Building and deploying  
a Content Marketing Factory will be critical to delivering valuable, 
relevant and consistent content throughout the digital experience  
(see Figure 8). 

The content provided by the Content Marketing Factory, rendered  
in meaningful ways across multiple channels, will help provide  
a digital engagement model that resonates with the way today’s 
tourist Dreams, Plans, Enjoys and Shares.

Figure 8: How to build the Content Marketing Factory
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Recommendation 2-1: Build and manage an integrated digital presence that spans the tourist journey

Pyeongchang County should build and manage an integrated presence across the tourist journey (Dream, Plan, Enjoy, Share) on a digital platform.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
• Build an integrated tourist portal that provides a single point for tourists to Dream, Plan, Enjoy and Share their journey

 – Develop a single website that provides an interactive planning and booking experience
 – Use best-practices examples when planning and implementing the site (e.g., www.newzealand.com)
 – Leverage existing websites for bookings (e.g., Agoda)
 – Optimize the site for search in multiple search engines and multiple languages (e.g., Google and Baidu)
 – Provide differentiated content with vivid examples of experiences in Pyeongchang (e.g., www.myswitzerland.com)

• Provide a mobile experience that enhances the visitor experience before, during and after the journey
 – Enhance mobile application to be intuitive and responsive (e.g., the “Essential New Zealand” travel guide and “My Hong Kong Guide”)
 – Provide differentiated content, especially during the visitor experience in Pyeongchang
 – Promote the County’s mobile application in multiple app stores and in multiple languages (e.g., “It’s More Fun in the Philippines” mobile app)
 – Leverage the Destination Marketing Function to provide targeted promotions to tourists

• Improve social media presence
 – Improve existing digital presence (e.g., Facebook — “Discover Hong Kong”)
 – Create a digital presence where gaps exist (e.g., KakaoStory, Twitter and Weibo)
 – Monitor social media for positive/negative messages and respond promptly and accordingly

• Use data and analytics to understand and continuously improve the digital experience
 – Monitor what is happening through quantitative insights captured by website and mobile interaction data 
 – Monitor why things are happening through qualitative insights gained by capturing, replaying and analyzing individual user web and  

mobile interactions
 – Monitor visitor sentiment by tracking feedback and implementing an analysis platform across social networks and communities

Expected outcomes
• Exceptional customer experience that helps keep clients engaged
• Consistent visitor access to the right information via the right digital channel each time
• Improved digital experience informed by real-time and predictive analytics to delight customers uniquely and in context throughout their digital journey
• Increased tourism to Pyeongchang County, specifically to the south

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be a lack of a strong digital presence and differentiated value for Pyeongchang County. The County would lose tourists  
to other destinations, such as Gangneung, and visitor numbers to Pyeongchang, and specifically to the south, would be negatively impacted.

http://www.newzealand.com
http://www.myswitzerland.com
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Recommendation 2-1: Build and manage an integrated digital presence that spans the tourist journey (continued)

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owners: 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division 

Director (build portal, improve social media presence, provide 
mobile experience)

• Pyeongchang County Office, Chief Analytics Officer (use data 
and analytics)

Stakeholders: 
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 

Resources: 
• Leading best-practices examples and research

People:
• Digital solution architect
• Website development skills
• Mobile development skills
• Social media experience
• Destination Marketing Function
• Data and analytics expertise

Technology: 
• Digital experience
• Mobile
• Social
• Analytics

Cost estimate: Medium

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Strategy to identify, recommend and implement a digital  
platform solution

• Data and analytics to digest content and identify dependencies 
between all stages of the tourist digital journey

• Skills required to execute all activities

2015
• Utilize search engine optimization (SEO) in content creation and strategy
• Deliver content across multiple channels
• Improve social media presence

2016 - 2017
• Build and deploy integrated tourist portal
• Build and deploy Content Marketing Factory
• Enhance mobile app 
• Monitor and respond to social media communities and conversations

2018 and beyond:
• Incorporate insights and analytics for website
• Provide best practices and digest analytics for Content Marketing Factory
• Deliver marketing promotions and provide analytics for mobile app
• Deliver incentives and provide analytics for social media

Priority

High — This recommendation is critical to attract, engage and retain tourists to Pyeongchang County. 
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Recommendation 2-2: Build and manage a Content Marketing Factory 

The County should build and manage a Content Marketing Factory with the Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders to provide a framework for delivering 
valuable, relevant and consistent content to multiple channels. 

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
• Identify a Digital Marketing Manager (DMM) to do the following:

 – Own and run the Content Marketing Factory
 – Set recruitment criteria for Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders
 – Set guidelines for content format
 – Collect content and aggregate into a single repository
 – Repurpose, repackage and recycle content in order to publish it to various channels
 – Inform the community of the content and provide direction on the development of new content
 – Share best practices so others can follow or replicate the process to continuously improve the cycle

• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders to publish content to Content Marketing Factory

Expected outcomes
• Increased awareness of Pyeongchang County as a tourist destination, driven by valuable, differentiated and consistent content on owned and 

earned media — content can influence travel decisions 
• Improved management of and collaboration on content, enhancing the tourist experience across all engagement channels

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be inconsistent content and inadequate placement of content across marketing channels. This could cause tourist 
dissatisfaction and limit the number of visitors to Pyeongchang County.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner:
• Pyeongchang County Office, newly appointed Digital  

Marketing Manager

Stakeholders:
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 
• Gangwon province
• Digital marketing agency
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division

Resources:
• Leading best practice examples and research

People:
• Digital marketing skills, including content editorial expertise

Technology:
• Information hub with standard content architecture

Cost estimate: Low
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Recommendation 2-2: Build and manage a Content Marketing Factory (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Ability to build and manage an integrated presence across the tourist 
journey on a digital platform

• Recruitment criteria for the Content Marketing Factory to be defined 
for Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders

• Agreement from Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders to participate  
in the Content Marketing Factory

• Definition of content guidelines

2015
• Gain agreement from Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders and  

begin taking action
• Aggregate and deliver consistent content across existing channels

2016 - 2017
• Build and deploy comprehensive and complete Content Marketing Factory
• Measure and share results and best practices for continuous improvement

2018 and beyond:
• Develop and deliver marketing promotions in conjunction with  

the Destination Marketing Function
• Define and manage analytics for continuous content improvement

Priority

Medium — This recommendation will help promote Pyeongchang County and differentiate the region from other tourist destinations.
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Strategic imperative 3: Use data and 
analytics to drive tourism
Data is a valuable resource that is being generated in massive 
amounts. Data is growing by 2.5 billion gigabytes per day, and 80%  
of all data is less than two years old.9 With the application of analytics, 
Pyeongchang County can tap into data that already exists in order  
to gain insights that will lead to a competitive advantage in tourism. 

This strategic imperative addresses the enablement of a Smart 
Tourism platform that will serve as a centralized source of tourism 
data. The platform can be used by the County, local businesses and 
industry to make improved business decisions that will lead to better 
tourism results.

The Smart Tourism platform will aggregate data into an information 
hub where it can be analyzed, mined and accessed to drive informed 
decision making. This platform will help provide a centralized source 
of tourism data for all stakeholders to use that is consistent, complete 
and current, and should be run and managed by the Chief Analytics 
Officer (CAO).

The CAO should collaborate with stakeholders across the County  
to develop key questions that will assist Pyeongchang in identifying 
the data that can be used to determine recommendations for 
improvements. The CAO and stakeholders should form these 
questions based on the needs of the County. 

The CAO will need to develop analytics that can help the County 
decide which tourism sites, attractions and festivals will best increase 
annual tourist visits by 3 million. The creation of the CAO role could 
also help attract technology skills to the south and contribute to an 
even more dynamic employment market in the region.

To drive tangible and sustainable business impact, the County must 
coordinate the implementation and development of people, process 
and technology in tandem. Refer to Figure 9 for descriptions of these 
focus areas and how they work together.
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Figure 9: People, process, technology (Source: IBM Analytics Center Of Excellence)

Develop analytics Operationalize and embed analytics

People

Process

Define and prioritize 
analytics initiatives

Proof of concept for  
each initiative

Prioritized agenda

Technology

1. Skilled resources with a blend of business strategy and advanced analytics skills

2. Subject matter experts in process management, change management and IT

3. Strong executive sponsorship to define the direction and drive enablement

4. Embed analytics in key processes to drive impact in field

5. Governance and integrated operating model to refresh and deliver analytics

6. Measure and demonstrate tangible benefits for continued funding

7. Tools and techniques to develop advanced analytics assets

8. Infrastructure to run, automate and deploy analytics

9. Scale technology to integrate with broader analytics ecosystem across the County

• Analytically define the problem
• Manually consolidate and transform data
• Develop analytics proof of concept
• Recommendations via ad hoc analysis
• Define next steps to enhance and 

operationalize analytics
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The City of Amsterdam, which faces fierce tourism competition, is  
one city that has used data and analytics to boost its tourism industry. 
The City wanted to better understand tourist preferences, behaviors 
and satisfaction levels so it could plan future services and products 
more effectively and identify the target groups on which to focus. 

The result of the City’s efforts, driven by analytics, was a 14% boost  
in hotel guests and overnight stays and a 17% increase in the number 
of conventions. The City used these results to gain additional budget 
from the Amsterdam City Council. More information on this case study 
and additional examples are located in Figure D-6, Figure D-7 and 
Figure D-8 in the Appendix.10

Pyeongchang County is already engaged in analytics efforts as 
indicated in Figure 10. For example, the County tracks the number of 
accommodations by month, the number of tourist site visits by month 
and attendance numbers from key festivals. The IBM team analyzed 
the number of visits and compared that to the number of 
accommodations. For the majority of months during the year, there is 
vacant accommodation capacity. This is known without a graph, but 
the structured data does help to add focus and provide facts about 
the situation. Unstructured data also offers valuable insights, as 
discovered in a sentiment analysis study conducted by the IBM team.

Figure 10: Pyeongchang County analytics as-is and to-be

Descriptive data analytics 

Future

Descriptive analytics:
What did our visitors like about  

the festival? 

Predictive analytics: 
How many visitors will attend  

next year’s festival? 

Prescriptive analytics:
Based on the data analysis, 

Pyeongchang County recommends 
adding a festival in the south.

Name of hotels Tourist Grand total

Yongpyong  
Resort

Korean 1,439,646

Foreigner 29,633

Total 1,469,279

Lee Hyo-Seok  
Memorial Hall

Korean 121,068

Foreigner 300

Total 121,368

Kensington  
Flora Hotel

Korean 56,634

Foreigner 11,133

Total 67,767

Festivals

Name
Revenue  

(In millions)
County budget Location Date Attendance

Snow Festival $4.5 $2,000 North Jan 3 - Jan 12 44,103

Trout Festival $86.7 $1,500 North Dec 20 - Feb 2 559,410

Beating heat 
Festival

$2.6 $2,000 South Aug 1 - Aug 10 36,200

Hyoseok 
Cutural Festival

$19.2

$7,200 total

($5,510 funded 
by the County)

North Sept 5 - Sept 14 743,823
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The IBM team performed a sentiment analysis study to demonstrate 
awareness and sentiment of Pyeongchang. This exercise is meant to 
show how data can be used to bring awareness and provide guidance 
on actions that can improve results. The Pyeongchang sentiment 
analysis study is based on feedback from people in China.

Over a six-month period, 6,177 posts were found about Pyeongchang 
in Weibo, WeChat and online news. The result is that 72% of the input 
relates to “Olympics,” 21% of the input is tied to “Travel” and 7% to 
“Other.” Of the input, 13% of the information is positive, 83% is neutral 
or factual and 4% is negative. This demonstrates that unstructured data 
can and should be used to gain additional insights. Refer to Figure 11 
for specific details on the study — additional details can be found in 
Figure D-9, Figure D-10, Figure D-11 and Figure D-12 in the Appendix.

Figure 11: Pyeongchang sentiment analysis

13%
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83%

72%

Sentiment topic
Data period: October 2014 - March 2015

Overall sentiment share
Data period: October 2014 - March 2015

Travel Other Winter Olympics Negative Positive Neutral

N = 6,177N = 6,177
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Recommendation 3-1: Develop an information architecture and platform for Smart Tourism that delivers analytic insight that management 
can use to make informed decisions

Pyeongchang County should develop a data architecture and information hub for Smart Tourism that delivers analytic insight across structured and 
unstructured data to be used by County management, across multiple departments, for decision making.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
• The County should create the CAO role and appoint a CAO who will be responsible for the following: 

 – Formulate policies and regulations that support data sharing and management of Smart Tourism information decision making
 – Build an information hub to support the Smart Tourism platform 
 – Identify and select key tourism questions to develop predictive analytic models 

Expected outcomes
• A centralized source of tourism data that can be used by the County, local businesses and industries to improve business results and increase 

income to the County
• Attract talent by providing an even more dynamic and technology-savvy work environment

Cost of inaction
Inaction on this recommendation would make it challenging to target the right visitors for tourism to Pyeongchang County, limiting the County’s  
ability to achieve its mission of increasing annual tourist visits from 10 million to 13 million.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner:
• Pyeongchang County Office, newly appointed Chief  

Analytics Officer

Stakeholders:
• Pyeongchang County Office, all County Directors

Resources: 
• Funding to create, manage and improve the Smart Tourism platform

People:
• Chief Analytics Officer (strategist)
• Data analytics leaders
• Information architect
• Implementation partner

Cost estimate: Medium — there may be some existing talent that requires 
only training and development as opposed to hiring all new people
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Recommendation 3-1: Develop an information architecture and platform for Smart Tourism that delivers analytic insight that management 
can use to make informed decisions (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Skills to build Smart Tourism platform
• Skills to mine data and analyze for improvements and recommendations

2015:
• Staff to implement initial analytics engine
• Develop data framework

2016 - 2017: 
• Develop comprehensive reporting capabilities
• Launch initial phase of Smart Tourism platform
• Design initial analytics queries
• Begin predictive analytics work

2018 and beyond:
• Launch second phase of Smart Tourism platform (more data,  

more queries)
• Integrate the platform into other systems (e.g., tourist portal and 

Content Marketing Factory)

Priority

High — This recommendation establishes the foundation for building and managing the County’s digital platform, including content marketing, data 
consolidation and analytics.
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Strategic imperative 4: Prepare for the  
High Speed Rail (HSR)
The HSR is perhaps the most enigmatic opportunity that the  
2018 Olympic Winter Games will provide for Pyeongchang County.  
The relationship between cities and HSR is fairly complex and 
unpredictable, and years of research on the subject have not  
surfaced any specific set of suggestions or models on how  
cities can best leverage HSR to their advantage.

For Pyeongchang County, the HSR could make a significant impact.  
It could bring economic as well as tourism benefits for the entire 
region. Throughout the IBM team’s discussions with businesses  
in Pyeongchang, a consistent message emerged. While there is 
excitement for what the HSR might bring, there is also concern  
over the rail line’s potential environmental impact and how it might  
affect transportation accessibility to local businesses. 

The current highway connecting Seoul to Pyeongchang County 
created an economic divide between the north and the south.  
If the County does not plan ahead, the HSR could increase this  
divide. But with thoughtful planning now, the County can address 
concerns and stimulate growth in a way that benefits all citizens. 

Figure 12 shows typical ways in which HSR can impact the economy 
and tourism in the places it connects.

Figure 12: Impact of High Speed Rail on the places it connects
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The IBM team based its recommendations for Pyeongchang County 
on the analysis of data and case studies involving HSR. The team 
considered small- to mid-sized towns, which have emerged as major 
tourist destinations. Figure 13 illustrates a few of the statistics that the 
team considered.

Figure 13: High Speed Rail statistics (Sources: Korea Transport Institute, California HSR Authority and the International Union of Railways)
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The success of tourism in Pyeongchang County hinges on a 
paradigm shift, from being product-centric to tourist-centric.  
From a tourist-centric perspective, as the tourist goes through  
the entire journey on the HSR, there are various moments of  
truth in that journey where a city or location can connect with  
the tourist and create a memorable moment. 

The City of Lille, France, capitalized on creating these experiences 
and connections and captured a good percentage of tourism from 
Marseille, which was a popular seaside tourist destination. However, 
capturing tourists’ attention during their travel by train can be challenging 
because of the range in demographics and interests among travelers. 
The IBM team’s recommendations revolve around understanding the 
needs and preferred channels of tourists throughout the HSR journey 
to create a set of personalized and convenient experiences, as 
illustrated in Figure 14.

Creating a memorable journey for tourists relies on establishing an 
integrated partnership between South Korea’s central government, 
Korail, Pyeongchang County, private businesses and the local 
community. The success of adopting HSR, meanwhile, depends  
on the strength of the marketing and digital strategies.

As tourists travel via HSR, there are three stages of opportunities  
in which to engage them. These stages are in-train, in-station and 
near-station/from-station. The IBM team’s recommendations are 
based on these three areas of focus. 

In order to fully leverage the HSR, it is imperative that the County  
find ways to engage the train’s passengers throughout all stages.  
By utilizing marketing, digital strategy and analytics, the County will 
have the tools it needs to deliver a differentiated tourist experience  
by taking full advantage of every stage of the railway journey.

Figure 14: The High Speed Rail journey
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Recommendation 4-1: Stay connected with the tourist while on the train via promotions and digital marketing

The County must make accommodations with the understanding that the HSR means fewer people will travel to Pyeongchang County with their 
private vehicles. The County must help ensure that even without private vehicles, travel for tourists remains convenient and that the HSR takes care  
of their needs. Pyeongchang County must engage with passengers while they are on the train to develop a positive Pyeongchang experience.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
• Enhance the County’s existing mobile app to provide a convenient digital platform for tourists to gather information on Pyeongchang County,  

its accommodations, attractions and facilities. The app should help enable the following:
 – Send tourists a welcome message
 – Send tourists personalized, relevant information (e.g., “Get your baby stroller at the tourist center.”, “Your bus will leave from Bay 3 near Gate 2.”,  

or “You can pick up your car from counter 16.”)
 – Offer tourists the ability to book hotels, festivals, events and venues (e.g., “Book your ticket for the Buckwheat festival now and avoid the queue.”)
 – Send tourists discount messages and loyalty program information (e.g., “Your High Speed Rail ticket added 100 points to your membership 

number 123456. Your total points stand at 1,000. There are 30 restaurants, 25 venues and 10 accommodations where you can redeem your 
points. For details please visit www.pyeongchangtourism.com.”) Messages should be one click away from action. (See figure 15)

• Partner with Korail to secure promotion space and marketing mindshare. Be innovative with promotions and use the space smartly as other tourist 
attractions will also try to utilize the promotion space inside the train. Figure 16 provides some examples of how to use promotion space.

• Partner with Korail to provide conveniences for tourists throughout their journey. Tourist amenities should be based on demographics (e.g., ski racks, 
bike racks and luggage storage). Typically, HSR trains do not stop in the station for an extended period of time, so arrange amenities to help ensure  
a smooth experience of getting on and off the train when retrieving stored items. Figure 17 shows an example of convenient train storage. 

Expected outcomes
• A tourist journey that is as enjoyable as the destination itself
• Increased brand awareness and promotion of Pyeongchang County
• A mobile app that encourages tourists who arrive in the north to travel to the south

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be an inability to fully leverage the opportunities made available by the HSR, causing visitors to travel to other tourist 
destinations, such as Gangneung.

http://www.pyeongchangtourism.com
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Figure 15: Example of a personalized tourist message Figure 17: Example of convenient train storage and amenities

Collect baby  
stroller from  

Tourist Centre

Figure 16: Two examples of how to use promotion space on the train
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Recommendation 4-1: Stay connected with the tourist while on the train via promotions and digital marketing (continued)

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owners: 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Destination Marketing Officer
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division Director

Stakeholders: 
• Pyeongchang County
• Korail
• Korea Tourism

Resources: 
• Analytics and insights framework
• Marketing strategy and execution

Technology:
• Digital technology platform, including mobile app

Cost estimate: Low – as this initiative must be pursued in partnership 
with Korail, Korea Tourism and private businesses

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Implement critical marketing functions as detailed in the first  
strategic imperative

• Increase County presence on digital platforms
• Use data and analytics to drive tourism

2015
• Begin dialogue with Korail, specifically regarding the creation  

of the in-train conveniences and amenities

2016 - 2017
• Continue working with Korail to finalize in-train experience for tourist 

conveniences and marketing

2018 and beyond
• Analyze and continuously improve the in-train experience

Priority

Medium — This is a key initiative Pyeongchang County should undertake in order to engage tourists while they are on the train and to provide  
an experience that encourages return visits and the visits of others.
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Recommendation 4-2: Make the passage through the station enjoyable and memorable

Make the experience in the Pyeongchang and Olympic HSR stations enjoyable and memorable.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
• Convert the temporary Olympic Tourist Center into a permanent one-stop-shop Tourist Relationship Center to address tourist needs and promote 

the north-south balance
 – Address tourists’ basic needs, as well as create a differentiated and rewarding experience

• Basic needs include handling tourist queries and complaints, providing useful information and assisting families, seniors and disabled individuals
• Actions that differentiate the experience include processing loyalty cards and selling transportation and tour packages to help balance 

tourism between the north and the south
 – Provide self-help kiosks
 – Engage volunteers at the welcome center to support and direct visitors as they arrive at the station, as demonstrated in Figure 18

• Develop an in-station retail zone to promote Pyeongchang County tourism and merchandise
 – Create a mini-Pyeongchang tourism experience in the station that offers the flavor of Pyeongchang County (e.g., shops selling buckwheat, 

strawberries and other local products or shops selling Pyeongchang-branded merchandise)
 – Enable transportation through car hires, buses, travel agents and booking facilities at the station, as shown in Figure 19

• Develop an in-station booth to promote seasonal events and shops
 – Set up small, temporary tents to showcase events and festivals
 – Create an events billboard that showcases festivals and special activities happening in town on particular days to help increase attendance  

(See Figure 20 for an example)
• Build conveniences for tourists in the station

 – Provide storage for items that span tourists’ range of interests, such as bicycles and skis, and offer lockers for personal storage

Expected outcomes
• Ability to direct tourists who arrive by train in the north to sites in the south
• Engaged tourists and increased awareness of the County’s events and attractions
• Increased business opportunity for local communities in the station’s retail zone and promotion booth

Cost of inaction:
The cost of inaction would be a poor in-station experience, which could result in tourists deciding to travel elsewhere or not return to Pyeongchang 
County due to an inconvenience while in the station.
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Figure 18: Tourist center Figure 19: Retail zone

Figure 20: Event directory
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Recommendation 4-2: Make the passage through the station enjoyable and memorable (continued)

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owners: 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division Director
• Pyeongchang County Office, Urban and Architecture Division Director

Stakeholders: 
• Pyeongchang County
• Korail
• Korea Tourism
• Local communities
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 

Resources:
• In-station planning and strategy
• Case studies for how to best leverage HSR stations (e.g.,  

Taipei Rapid Transit, Kings Cross Station, Hong Kong Station)

People:
• Event developers
• Creative designers
• Artists
• Cultural experts
• Customer care personnel
• Volunteers

Cost estimate: Medium to high – depending on creative ways of 
involving private partnerships

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Implement critical marketing functions as detailed in the first  
strategic imperative

• Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity, with emphasis  
on the name “Pyeongchang” 

• Build and manage a Content Marketing Factory with the 
Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders

2015
• Investigate case studies on in-station experiences to define a business 

model for the County’s stations prior to completed construction

2016 - 2017
• Capture data and analytics to determine tourist needs are being  

met while in the station

2018 and beyond
• Analyze and continuously improve the in-station experience 

Priority

Medium — The station offers an opportunity to welcome tourists to Pyeongchang County and set the tone for a great tourism experience, helping  
to drive return visits and attract more tourists. It is important to engage travelers from the start. 
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Recommendation 4-3: Drive tourist spend near-station and develop from-station transportation to the south

A visitor’s first impression of Pyeongchang County has a lasting impact. When visitors arrive in the County for the first time, they should have a 
memorable experience. The County should enable smarter and greener transportation to and from the stations to provide convenience and enrich 
the tourists’ experience.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
• Develop smarter and environmentally friendly/green transportation

 – Create themed routes that align with special travel packages that connect the north and the south. For example, a Nature and Spiritual Route could include 
eco-trekking in the south, lunch at the Pyeongchang Trout Farm and discovery of self in the north at the Woljeongsa Temple on Odaesan Mountain.

 – Create an eco-friendly hop-on, hop-off bus tour similar to what is used in Cape Town, South Africa.
• Develop multipurpose hubs adjacent to the station for tourist convenience and experience

 – The following case studies demonstrate multiple benefits for developing station-adjacent zones to enable commercialization:
• Brookfield, Illinois, a small town in the US with a population of 37,000 people, has implemented satellite offices adjacent to the train station to 

help support the tourism industry. Fast food centers, convenience stores, hotels and convention centers are also located in the adjacent zone. 
• Whitefish, Montana, with a population of 7,436 people, branded itself a tourist entry point. The town’s train station serves as a jumping-off 

point for outdoor recreational opportunities. Additionally, the town has worked with the community to build up a one-kilometer square area 
surrounding the station with retail shops, a museum, cultural and performing arts centers, art galleries, gear rental shops (e.g., bicycles, 
kayaks), restaurants and hotels.

• A mid-sized town like Lille, France, executed similar plans. Lille transformed itself from an industrial town in economic depression to a 
recognized cultural capital of Europe by using its new HSR station as the focal point for a major mixed-use center. This center serves as  
a vibrant area for shopping, offices, hotels, housing, a conference center and a public park. 

 – Pyeongchang County has a beautiful river meandering just outside the stations, which offers a great opportunity to build nature parks around  
the river with a theme of river conservation.

• Develop a third smaller tourist hub in the south
 – When significant tourism growth occurs in the south, this region will need an activity hub modeled after the hubs in Pyeongchang Station  

and Olympic Station.
 – The County may not need to take full responsibility for this station as private businesses can take ownership. The County should, however,  

be responsible for partnering with private businesses to ensure execution. (See Figure 21)

Expected outcomes
• Increased tourism in the south
• Improved transportation around Pyeongchang County
• Less pollution as fewer people will travel to the region with cars
• Increased opportunity for economic development in the region

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction would be frustrated tourists who are not able to move about Pyeongchang County with ease. Additionally, tourism to the south 
will be negatively impacted as visitors will not have reliable transportation or infrastructure to visit the south, so will opt for other destinations.
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Figure 21: Transportation hub example
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Recommendation 4-3: Drive tourist spend near-station and develop from-station transportation to the south (continued)

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owners: 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division Director 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Urban and Architecture Division Director

Stakeholders: 
• Pyeongchang County
• Local communities
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 

Resources:
• Near-station planning and strategy
• Case studies for how to best leverage HSR in station-adjacent areas 

(e.g., Brookfield, Whitefish and Lille)

People:
• Civil planners and architects
• Transportation planners and architects
• Creative designers
• Artists

Cost estimate: Medium to high – depending on creative ways of 
leveraging private partnerships

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity, with emphasis  
on the name “Pyeongchang” 

• Develop a southern identity built around nature and recreation

2015
• Investigate case studies on station-adjacent experiences to define  

a business model for the area prior to completing construction of  
the stations

2016 - 2017
• Capture data and analytics to determine tourist needs are being  

met while in the station

2018 and beyond
• Analyze and continuously improve the near-station and from- 

station experiences

Priority

Medium — This recommendation is a critical component of efforts to drive tourists easily to the south. A transportation infrastructure that supports 
convenience is crucial to this endeavor and can be built in conjunction with private businesses.
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Strategic imperative 5: Balance tourism 
between the north and the south 
The south’s struggle to increase tourism stems from several key 
factors, one of which is a lack of an iconic attraction to engage  
tourists or spark interest. Another is a limited awareness of what 
activities are available in the south due to the lack of a consistent  
and comprehensive digital experience. 

When developing a tourism development plan, the IBM team looked 
to guidance from Sustainable Tourism: A global perspective, which 
includes the following five guiding principles for tourism development:11

1. It should support conservation, not be an end in itself, and be 
sustainable in the sense that it does not act to disturb or destroy  
the very attractions upon which it is based.

2. Local participation in tourism activities should be encouraged 
wherever possible and relevant. 

3. Tourism development should take place in a context of 
environmental awareness — through guidance on appropriate 
ways to develop accommodation and other tourist facilities.

4. Policy and planning should leave room for adaptation and 
experiment under the guidance of a steering committee.

5. Private sector activities should be encouraged under appropriate 
supervision with monopoly interests being avoided.

According to Tourism: Change, Impacts and Opportunities, the 
environment, be it predominantly natural or largely human made,  
is one of the most basic resources for driving tourism, a core  
element of tourism products and a central part of most tourism 
communications and marketing approaches.12

Based on its Adventure Tourism research and County knowledge, the 
IBM team concluded that a key solution to drive visitors to the south 
and create balanced and sustainable tourism in Pyeongchang County 
would be to position the south as an Adventure Tourism destination.4, 13

In Adventure Tourism, tourists seek unique activities that are 
experiential, reflecting the common sentiment “the journey is more 
important than the destination.” A trip that offers at least two of the 
following experiences typically qualifies as an adventure trip: physical 
activity, interaction with nature and cultural learning. 

Figure 22: The Adventure Tourism experience
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Europeans and Americans spend an average of 20% of their tourist 
dollars on Adventure Tourism. From 2009 to 2013, Adventure Tourism 
grew at 65% year over year.4 Currently this market is emerging in Asia. 
In 2012, UNWTO Secretary-General Taleb Rifai stated, “Adventure 
Tourism is what tourism should be today and definitely what tourism 
will be tomorrow.”

Pyeongchang County is fortunate in that it already possesses  
many of the key ingredients necessary to implement a successful 
Adventure Tourism initiative. With a reasonably sized town as the 
central hub, tremendous natural beauty — particularly the mountains, 
river and forest — many small attractions located within an hour’s 
drive and an existing culture of healthy living, respect for the 
environment and hard work, Pyeongchang County has the 
opportunity to leverage numerous existing strengths to create  
an Adventure Tourism destination in the south.

Figure 23: Adventure Tourism statistics4
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To position the County as a leader in the Adventure Tourism market, 
the County’s goals should be to develop adventure activities, improve 
business revenue in its communities, create a competitive advantage 
over other tourism destinations, support sustainable success and 
drive more visitors to Pyeongchang County. 

Pyeongchang should engage the local communities during  
the Adventure Tourism planning phase in order to improve local 
infrastructure and increase community involvement. Increased 
tourism and regional development will help drive revenue, which 
should be reserved and channeled toward making improvements  
as the plan progresses.

By making the County an Adventure Tourism destination, the  
IBM team believes that Pyeongchang will experience economic, 
socioeconomic and environmental benefits that can be enjoyed  
by all. The County should establish a strong management policy to 
oversee tourism operations and address any needs for improvement. 
Additionally, the Culture and Tourism Division should handle the 
development and management of the Adventure Tourism framework, 
as illustrated in Figure 24.

Figure 24: An Adventure Tourism framework

Local community 
engagement

Pyeongchang County
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As a part of its Adventure Tourism initiative, the County should invest 
in an interconnected trail network to enable visitors to experience the 
natural beauty of Pyeongchang County. The trail network should 
connect the surrounding towns, farms, mountains and points of 
interest. At times, the trail network should be dedicated to a specific 
activity (e.g., walking, hiking, mountain biking or cycling) and at other 
times, it should be shared between activities.

The County should also align other attractions and activities with the 
Adventure Tourism theme. For example, the County could promote 
efforts to beautify the city, build an Olympic Park that displays artwork 
of the Olympic rings and torch and offers photo opportunities, as well 
as develop a children’s nature education program that runs year-round. 

Figure 25: Olympic rings in park Figure 26: Nature education program
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An example of a community benefiting from Adventure Tourism is 
Squamish, which is located between Vancouver and Whistler, BC, 
Canada. After its logging industry died, Squamish transformed itself 
into a successful Adventure Tourism destination. While there are 
differences between south Pyeongchang County and Squamish, 
there are many similarities, and Squamish offers an excellent reference 
model for establishing a strong Adventure Tourism industry. 

To support local community engagement and the ongoing development 
of natural assets, the County should develop its human capital through 
mentoring and entrepreneurial programs that emphasize educating 
the next generation of business leaders. Successful examples can  
be found in the IBM mentoring program and the Christchurch IBM 
Smarter Cities Challenge recommendations.

Helping to ensure that local businesses benefit from the 2018 Olympic 
Winter Games is paramount, not only from a revenue perspective  
but also from a perspective of building greater capacity to support 
tourism growth. As demonstrated in Vancouver in 2010, the Olympics 
business model is complex and, more important, not intuitive. Seeking 
opportunities is difficult, and delivering at an Olympic level and on  
an Olympic scale can be overwhelming for businesses. As a result, 
businesses might feel a deep sense of failure if they cannot find a  
way to be successful. 

The provincial government in British Columbia, in advance of 
Vancouver’s 2010 Olympic Winter Games, launched the 2010 
Commerce Centre. The Centre held 252 workshops across the 
province, connecting approximately 1,000 local businesses to  
about 3,000 national and international opportunities. The primary 
goal was to educate businesses and provide recommendations  
on how to leverage the Olympic opportunity that would soon be 
coming to their region. A similar workshop for businesses and 
entrepreneurs in Pyeongchang could support success across  
the County.

Figure 27: Adventure Tourism in Squamish, BC, Canada
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Recommendation 5-1: Develop a southern identity built around nature and recreation

Pyeongchang County should establish itself as an Adventure Tourism destination with a focus on adventure activities in the south of the County.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
Develop an Adventure Tourism destination centered in Pyeongchang town and shaped by the theme “Be Natural in Nature.” The IBM team 
recommends that the County focus on the following aspects to differentiate itself as an Adventure Tourism destination: 

Natural infrastructure
• Build at least 100 kilometers of trails that connect visitors with nature but also link to the outlying communities to encourage visitors to experience 

cultural activities. This needs to be focused in the following four areas: Donggang River, Mount Jangamsan, the north and the south.
 – The river will serve as the focal point of the natural experience. The County should build a wide, multiuse trail along the river’s banks with rest 

stops every 300 meters. The trail length should be three kilometers in either direction from its center. This trail should connect to the north and 
south trail networks at each end.

• Build a 50-kilometer looped trail network in the north and the south. The trail network should be multiuse in some sections, where this a double 
track, and dedicated to specific activities where there is a single track. Some trails should be more focused on traversing distance, while others 
should be more focused on the technical descent/ascent for mountain bikers. The north and south trails should traverse woods, farmland and  
small villages. The villages represent cultural or sightseeing stops and should have small eateries and/or points of interest along the route.

• Mount Jangamsan should have a switchback trail that provides a relatively gentle grade to get to the top, allowing a maximum number of tourists to 
reach the beautiful vista. There is an opportunity to build a pedestrian bridge from the rock garden across the river to the start of the mountain trail. 
Given that a number of adventure tourists are quite athletic, the County should also include a vertical challenge trail with chip timing, coupled with  
a reward at the top, such as the beautiful view. 

Olympic Park
• Gaining access to Olympic assets and brand identity pieces can be challenging, but the County should pursue these assets to build an Olympic 

Park. The park should allow for contemplation and reflection and could include a large display of the Olympic rings and Olympic torch. The County 
should position these displays in front of a beautiful backdrop with clear Pyeongchang branding, as this will offer a nice photography spot that 
visitors can share on social media.

Beautification
• Currently, Pyeongchang town does not match the beauty of its surroundings. A beautification program of removing, improving or hiding eyesores, 

planting trees, minimizing advertising and cleaning soiled buildings will be necessary to attract tourists and encourage them to stop and enjoy  
what the town has to offer.

Outdoor children’s program
• Develop a student nature program with the capacity for 2,000 children to attend four-day sessions offered year-round. Nature is an important part  

of every student’s education, and for a minimal investment, Pyeongchang County can develop a comprehensive children’s program that is linked  
to the core curriculum of area schools.
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Recommendation 5-1: Develop a southern identity built around nature and recreation (continued)

Scope and expected outcomes (continued)

Festivals and events
• Festivals are a key tourist attraction that draw attendance and build awareness of the County. To attract even more visitors, festivals and events 

should have themes. Prior to the Olympic Winter Games, the County should focus on an athlete-centric tourist experience. Possible events include  
a three-kilometer Olympic demonstration walk in which, along the way, Olympic athletes demonstrate their sport in an interesting or fun way. The 
County could connect this event to fundraising for the Korean Olympic team. Other examples include a bicycle-themed event that includes a variety 
of races, demonstrations, food and an evening concert.

Expected outcomes
• The creation of a well-run Adventure Tourism industry that can compete with other adventure destinations locally and internationally
• A sustainable, differentiated attraction that can grow organically as the County builds assets, transportation, accommodations and human capacity
• Increased tourism in the south

Cost of inaction
Inaction on this recommendation would result in the south continuing to have a small tourism industry, with little or no balanced tourism between  
the north and the south.

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owners:
• Pyeongchang County Office, Safety and Construction Division 

Deputy Director
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division Director 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Urban and Architecture Division Director

Stakeholders:
• Pyeongchang County Office, Environments and Hygiene Division 

(food and beverage facilities and general accommodations)
• Pyeongchang County Office, Culture and Tourism Division (tourist 

bed and breakfast) 
• Pyeongchang County Office, Agriculture and Stockbreeding Division 

(agritourism bed and breakfast)
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders 

• Expert trail designers
• Research into the Squamish and Whistler case studies

Cost estimate: Low
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Recommendation 5-1: Develop a southern identity built around nature and recreation (continued)

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Completing all steps of the recommendation as a collection 
• Agreement among smaller communities and Pyeongchang tourism 

stakeholders to participate
• Funding and budget to start the project
• School buy-in for linkage to core curriculum for student nature program

2015
• Finalize detailed trail and campground plan
• Finalize city beautification plan
• Complete river design
• Complete Olympic Park design

2016 - 2017
• Build first 50 kilometers of trails
• Build Olympic Park with Olympic rings only (await torch design)
• River Phase I complete (three kilometers)
• Build 1,000 campsites in three areas

2018 and beyond
• Build second 50 kilometers of trails
• First biking/Olympic festival
• River Phase II complete (three kilometers)
• Add torch to Olympic Park
• Complete beautification of city
• Launch school program

Priority

High — This recommendation is critical to establishing a minimum level of infrastructure before the County can achieve the status of an Adventure 
Tourism destination.
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Recommendation 5-2: Implement an entrepreneurial program for school-aged children and local businesses

Pyeongchang County should implement an entrepreneurial program for school-aged children and local businesses that encompasses education 
and mentoring on tourism and business development.

Scope and expected outcomes

Scope
Human capital
• Expand the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Seoul National University (SNU) to jointly develop entrepreneurial programs for school-

aged children and budding entrepreneurs.

Mentorship program
• Leverage the talent and expertise of retirees who have had business careers, as well as local business owners who have been successful,  

to develop a mentorship program. Link this mentorship program to the entrepreneurial program to ensure synergy and mutual benefits. 

Olympic sustainability
• Deliver a program to local businesses on how to successfully sell products and services during the 2018 Olympic Winter Games. This is a time-

sensitive initiative that will assist the local business community in navigating the complexities of the Olympic business model.

Expected outcomes
• Entrepreneurial and mentorship programs that will encourage residents in the south to be more adventurous in running tourism-related businesses 

and more likely to achieve success when they do
• An Olympic outreach program that will help ensure that local entrepreneurs have the best opportunities to sustain their business while the Olympic 

Winter Games are in Pyeongchang and potentially use key learnings to accelerate growth thereafter

Cost of inaction
The cost of inaction on Olympic preparedness is potential business loss due to the disruption in the selling of products and services. The cost 
of inaction on the entrepreneurial and mentorship programs is a lack of young adults and potential business owners building businesses in 
Pyeongchang County, specifically in the south, resulting in lost tourist visits and lost revenue to the County.
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Recommendation 5-2: Implement an entrepreneurial program for school-aged children and local businesses (continued)

Proposed owner and stakeholders Suggested resources needed

Owner:
• Pyeongchang County Office, Planning and Audit Office 

(Communication) Deputy Director

Stakeholders:
• Sangji Youngseo College, Department of Hospitality 

Management, Professor Young-chul Chun
• Pyeongchang tourism stakeholders
• Pyeongchang local business owners and retirees

Resources: 
• Vancouver Olympics 2010 Commerce Centre case study

Cost estimate: Low

Dependencies Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Partnership with Seoul National University
• Partnership with experts to craft the Olympic outreach program 

for businesses in the community
• Willingness to participate in the mentorship program by retirees 

and existing business leaders

2015
• Expand SNU MoU to include entrepreneurial program
• Complete mentor program design
• Launch Olympic business outreach program

2016 - 2017
• Operate the business outreach program

2018 and beyond
• Launch entrepreneurial program
• Launch mentorship program

Priority

Medium — This recommendation will influence the sustainability of existing businesses.



The County of Pyeongchang is on its way to ensuring an Olympic 
tourism legacy and increasing tourist visits to the region. By looking  
at ways to leverage the HSR and orchestrating several projects to 
transform the south into a desirable tourist destination, Pyeongchang 
is working toward transforming the County into a destination of choice 
for domestic and international visitors. 

Implementing the IBM Smarter Cities Challenge team’s recommendations 
in combination with projects already in process will help Pyeongchang 
County deliver a digital engagement platform for visitors that is guided 
by client-centric marketing and data-driven insights. 

The HSR, along with Adventure Tourism initiatives in the south, will 
help amplify visitor engagement on a scale that has not been possible 
before. Additionally, the 2018 Olympic Winter Games will accelerate 
awareness of Pyeongchang by providing reach on a global scale. 
Combined, these factors will help Pyeongchang County achieve 
increased tourist visits while driving more balanced tourism between  
the north and the south. 

Figure 28 revisits Vince’s journey but instead depicts the “Journey 
Map of the Future.” This map offers a glimpse into what the ultimate 
tourist experience will look like in Pyeongchang after successful 
implementation of the recommendations.

Vince’s journey progresses as follows: As Vince searches for information 
about Pyeongchang, he easily finds the details he needs online to plan 
his ski trip. He installs the Pyeongchang mobile application where  
he creates his own itinerary. The itinerary includes a ride on the HSR,  
a stay in Hotel Alpensia, skiing and a visit to Baengnyong Cave and 
Pyeongchang town, where he plans to hike in the mountains. 

Throughout his journey, the Pyeongchang mobile app communicates 
with Vince, providing additional information and offers, resulting in Vince 
joining the loyalty program. He decides to extend his stay to camp, 
mountain bike along a gorgeous trail and learn to cook Korean cuisine. 

Finally, Vince leaves Pyeongchang. He returns to the HSR station with 
time to buy T-shirts and toys that feature the Pyeongchang mascot for 
his family. When he arrives in Seoul, he receives a message: “We hope 
you enjoyed your visit. We would be glad to have you back — Mayor 
Sim.” Back in the US, Vince updates his Facebook page with the 
following message: “I really liked staying in Alpensia. But the hidden 
treasure of Pyeongchang was its township down south. The trails 
were endless, the food was authentic Korean and the camping was 
totally turnkey — AWESOME!”

With successful implementation of a Destination Marketing Function, 
a greater presence on digital platforms, the application of data and 
analytics to drive tourism, proactive preparations for the HSR and a 
focus on the south’s human capital and natural attributes, Pyeongchang 
County can help make Vince’s seamless and rewarding journey a reality.

5. Conclusion
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Basket

Figure 28: The Journey Map of the Future, depicting what’s possible for Pyeongchang County 

Dream Plan

I am Vince
Director with a large  

global company

Age: 40
Hometown: Denver, Colorado

Income: $10,000 per month

Marital status: Married
Children: Two

Employment: IT, technical

Education: College graduate
Hobby: Skiing, soccer

When he tries to purchase his trip 
over the mobile app, he is given 
options. He can purchase individual 
elements, buy standard packages or 
make his own package. The app can 
also recommend a package.

When he clicks on the recommendation 
button, he is asked a few questions 
and if he would like to become a 
loyalty program member in lieu  
of discounts and other facilities.  
He shows no interest.

Vince creates a travel package that 
includes flight, High Speed Rail and  
a stay at Hotel Alpensia. He also buys 
tickets for two days of skiing, three 
days in Pyeongchang and two days  
in Seoul.

Five days before the trip, Vince 
receives a message over the app  
to see if he wants to buy a few more 
things for the rest of his trip.

Vince is a member of Schussbaumer 
Ski Club. He has mentioned about 
that on his Facebook page. He is  
sent a Tweet about Pyeongchang 
County, Korea.

Vince clicks on the link and reaches  
the Pyeongchang County website.  
He is taken to the page on skiing  
and not the generic home page. He 
navigates and gets a comprehensive 
look at Pyeongchang.

Vince wants to get a neutral 
perspective of the place too. He 
types “skiing in Asia” in a search 
engine. Pyeongchang emerges  
as the destination of choice.

Vince returns to the Pyeongchang 
County website. It leads him to a 
YouTube travel planner page on 
Pyeongchang. He is impressed  
with the cool videos.

Vince returns to the Pyeongchang 
County website. It leads him to a 
TripAdvisor page on Pyeongchang. 
He is impressed with the County’s 
positive ratings.

Vince is directed to a mobile app for 
US iOS. He installs the app on his 
smartphone. From the app, Vince  
can access information about 
Pyeongchang and make bookings.

Pyeongchang

Travel packages

Book your trip

Book your trip

Activities

Create your own trip

Yes

No

Would you like to join  
our loyalty program?

Recommendations

Hi Vince,

Are there any other 
activities that you would 
like to try during your trip 
to Pyeongchang County?

Messages

PC S
2 3 2

Welcome to  
your Alps  
in Asia
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Enjoy Share

Vince lands in Pyeongchang with  
his wife. On the HSR line he sees the 
promotion of the Baengnyong Caves 
and captures the QR code on his 
smartphone. At the station, he enrolls  
in the loyalty program.

On his second evening, Vince uses 
the QR code to learn more. He finds 
details about a trail hike through the 
mountain in Pyeongchang town, 
followed by bus transportation to the 
caves at 1 PM. He buys the package.

After the hike, Vince reaches the 
caves and has his photo taken in the 
red caving uniform. When he reaches 
the hotel, a print-out of the photo 
awaits him in the  lobby. 

Higher tourist 
retention and 
growth

Higher 
tourist 
satisfaction

Better 
insights

Improved 
revenue

Value drivers for Pyeongchang County

Information  
and analytics

Destination 
marketing 
function

Digital 
capabilities

Balanced 
tourism Brand

Business capabilities

Vince decides to extend his stay.  
He goes camping, biking and learns 
about Korean cuisine. On his way 
back to Seoul, he realizes that he 
hasn’t purchased souvenirs for  
his children. At the station he  
buys T-shirts and toys with the 
Pyeongchang mascot. When he  
is in the Seoul airport he receives  
this message: “We would be glad  
to have you back – Mayor Sim”

Web interface 
and email

Social media 
and community 
platform

Interfaces with the tourist

Face- 
to-face

Vince is hungry. The app shows  
him the location of restaurants and 
uses the British flag to denote their 
English-speaking capability.

Mobile 
interface

He is sent an app message, 
suggesting to extend his stay in 
Pyeongchang if he’s liked it so far.  
It suggests camping and mountain 
biking along a gorgeous trail. If he 
agrees, his cancellations, refunds  
and other logistics would be taken 
care of by the app.

Photos

Restaurants

Messages

We would be glad to  
have you back.

– Mayor Sim,  
Pyeongchang County

Messages

Would you like to extend 
your stay?
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Strategic imperative 1: Implement critical  
marketing functions

Recommendation 1-1: Establish a centralized Destination 
Marketing Function that reports to the Mayor

Destination Marketing Association International 
www.destinationmarketing.org

New York State Olympic Regional Development Authority (ORDA)  
www.orda.org/corporate/index.php

Tourism Whistler — Official Destination Website (host of 2010 
Olympic Winter Games in Vancouver) www.whistler.com

“From Stretched to Strengthened: Insights from the Global Chief 
Marketing Officer Study.” Insights from Over 1,700 Chief Marketing 
Officers. IBM Global CMO Study, October 2011. 
www14.software.ibm.com/webapp/iwm/web/signup.do?source 
=swg-smartercommerce-emm&S_PKG=cs_cmo_study

Leadership and Innovation: CMO. Resources on leadership and 
innovation, IBM. www-935.ibm.com/services/c-suite/cmo

Recommendation 1-2: Implement a county-wide  
loyalty program

Loyalty Program — Sierra Nevada Club ski resort (Spain) 
http://sierranevadaclub.es

Loyalty Program — Amsterdam (Holland) 
www.iamsterdam.com/en/visiting/i-amsterdam-city-card

Loyalty Program — St. Moritz (Switzerland) 
www.engadincard.ch

Loyalty Program — Valencia (Spain)  
www.valenciatouristcard.com/en/home

Loyalty Program — London (England) 
www.timeout.com/london/card#head

Loyalty Program — Stockholm (Sweden) 
www.destination-stockholm.com

Strategic imperative 2: Be more present on  
digital platforms

Introduction
Lieb, R. “The Converged Media Imperative: How Brands Will 
Combine Paid, Earned and Owned Media.” Altimeter Group,  
July 19, 2012. www.altimetergroup.com/2012/07/the-converged-
media-imperative

Recommendation 2-1: Build and manage an integrated  
digital presence that spans the tourist journey

 “Travel & Tourism: Economic Impact 2015 — World.” World Travel & 
Tourism Council. www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/economic%20
impact%20research/regional%202015/world2015.pdf

“Travel & Tourism: Economic Impact 2015 — South Korea.” World 
Travel & Tourism Council. 
www.wttc.org/-/media/files/reports/economic%20impact%20
research/countries%202015/southkorea2015.pdf

“2014 Mobile Behavior Report.” Salesforce Marketing Cloud. 
www.exacttarget.com/sites/exacttarget/files/deliverables/etmc-
2014mobilebehaviorreport.pdf

Collie, M. “Internet Leads Travel.” GetOn.com. 
www.geton.com/blog/geton/internet-leads-travel

“China’s Hospitality Industry — Rooms for Growth.” A.T. Kearney, 
2013. www.atkearney.fr/documents/10192/982632/Chinas_
Hospitality_Industry.pdf

“Technology in tourism.” UNWTO Affiliate Members, World Tourism 
Organization, AM reports, Volume 1, 2011. http://dtxtq4w60xqpw.
cloudfront.net/sites/all/files/pdf/unwtodigitalresources_volume1_
techtourism_eng.pdf
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http://www.orda.org/corporate/index.php
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Recommendation 2-2: Build and manage a Content  
Marketing Factory

Official site for Tourism New Zealand (in Korean). 
www.newzealand.com/kr

Switzerland tourism website. www.myswitzerland.com

Essential New Zealand app. 100% Pure New Zealand. 
www.newzealand.com/kr/utilities/essential-new-zealand-app

“My Hong Kong Guide” mobile app. Hong Kong Tourism Board. 
www.discoverhongkong.com/eng/plan-your-trip/travel-kit/ 
mobile-apps.jsp

“My Hong Kong Guide.” YouTube video.  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qnqE1kHcgfI

It’s More Fun in the Philippines. Tourism website. 
http://itsmorefuninthephilippines.com/

Facebook — “Discover Hong Kong.” 
www.facebook.com/discoverhongkong.kr

“It Takes a Content Factory! The Ultimate Guide to Content 
Marketing.” OpenView Labs. 
http://offers.openviewpartners.com/content-marketing-guide

Hertig, A. “35 Content Marketing Stats You Need to Know.”  
The Content Strategist, November 24, 2014. http://contently.com/
strategist/2014/11/24/35-content-marketing-stats-you-need- 
to-know/

“Travel Brand Content Marketing: Engaging Social Consumers.” 
EngageSciences, March 18, 2015. 
www.engagesciences.com/travel-brand-content-marketing/

“Under the Influence: Consumer Trust In Advertising.” Nielsen, 
September 17, 2013. www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/ 
2013/under-the-influence-consumer-trust-in-advertising.html

Strategic imperative 3: Use data and analytics  
to drive tourism

Recommendation 3-1: Develop an information architecture 
and platform for Smart Tourism that delivers analytic insight 
that management can use to make informed decisions

“Summary of Tourism Data Sources and Research.” Tourism 
Queensland. http://teq.queensland.com/~/media/5EA9969F0 
04C499D8748B3FFEBAF1AFD.ashx?la=en-ME

“City of Melbourne.” IBM Case Study, February 24, 2015.  
www-03.ibm.com/software/businesscasestudies/ae/en/
corp?synkey=F728382S75582L01

Strategic imperative 4: Prepare for the High Speed  
Rail (HSR) 

“Financial and Economic Assessment of China’s High Speed Rail 
Investments.” International Transport Forum, Discussion Paper No. 
2013-28, December 2013. www.internationaltransportforum.org/ 
jtrc/DiscussionPapers/DP201328.pdf

Park, J.Y. “Impact Assessment of High Speed Rail System in Korea.” 
The Korea Transport Institute, September 30, 2015. 
http://esci-ksp.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/SESSION-2-
Jin-Young-Park-LEDS_JYP_rev.pdf
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City Sightseeing Cape Town, Hop On – Hop Off Bus Tour. Cape Town, 
South Africa. www.citysightseeing.co.za/capeTown.php

Passenger Service. Taipei Rapid Transit Corporation. 
http://english.metro.taipei/np.asp?ctNode=70252&mp=122036

King’s Cross Station guide, Network Rail. 
www.networkrail.co.uk/kings-cross-station-map.pdf

Boland, R. “Hong Kong Station – everything you need to know.” 
About Travel. http://gohongkong.about.com/od/travelplanner/a/
Hong-Kong-Station-Everything-You-Need-To-Know.htm

“About Brookfield: 2020 Master Plan: Section 8: Pedestrian/TOD 
Subarea Plans Part 1.” Village of Brookfield. www.brookfieldil.gov/
content/page/2020_section8_1

“About Brookfield: 2020 Master Plan: Section 8: Pedestrian/TOD 
Subarea Plans Part 3.” Village of Brookfield. www.brookfieldil.gov/
content/page/2020_section8_4

Whitefish Amtrak Station, Montana Office of Tourism. www.visitmt.
com/listings/general/rail-service/whitefish-amtrak-station.html

Baldwin, T. “Uber-TOD Planning and High-Speed Rail.” Steer Davies 
Gleave. http://railvolution.org/rv2010_pdfs/20102110_10am_HSR_
Baldwin.pdf

“Intercity Rail and Transit-Oriented Development: Making 
Connections, Building Communities.” TOD 206. Center for Transit-
Oriented Development (CTOD). www.fta.dot.gov/documents/RA_
TOD206_IntercityRail_6.6.13.pdf

Nuworsoo, C. and Deakin, E. “Transforming High-speed Rail Stations 
to Major Activity Hubs: Lessons for California.” The 88th Annual 
Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, January 2009.  
http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?article=1045&context=crp_fac

Strategic Imperative 5: Balance tourism between  
the north and the south

Recommendation 5-1: Develop a southern identity built  
around nature and recreation

“District of Squamish – Community Tourism Plan.” Community 
Tourism Foundations, December 2006. www.tourismsquamish.com/
files/Squamish%20Community%20Tourism%20Plan_public.pdf

Lau, L. “Economic Impacts of Mountain Biking Tourism.” June 28, 
2014. www.pinkbike.com/news/economic-impacts-of-mountain-
biking-tourism-2014.html

“British Columbia Mountain Bike Tourism.” Mountain bike tourism 
plan, Tourism British Columbia, March 2010. www.mbta.ca/assets/
pdfs/Mountain-Bike-Tourism-Plan-March-2010-Final.pdf

“Mountain Bike Tourism.” Tourism Business Essentials, Tourism 
British Columbia, July 2008. www.mbta.ca/assets/pdfs/
mbtguide08_web.pdf

Tshipala, N.N. and Coetzee, W.J.L. “A Sustainable Adventure Tourism 
Development Framework for Thathevondo.” Journal of Tourism and 
Hospitality, 1 (4), 2012. http://omicsgroup.org/journals/a-sustainable 
-adventure-tourism-development-framework-for-thathevondo-2167- 
0269.1000101.pdf

Recommendation 5-2: Implement an entrepreneurial program 
for school-aged children and local businesses

Fraughton, H. “Vancouver 2010: An Olympic launching pad  
for small businesses.” The Globe and Mail, August 31, 2010.  
www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/
an-olympic-launching-pad-for-small-businesses/article1379054

http://www.citysightseeing.co.za/capeTown.php
http://english.metro.taipei/np.asp?ctNode=70252&mp=122036
http://www.networkrail.co.uk/kings-cross-station-map.pdf
http://gohongkong.about.com/od/travelplanner/a/Hong-Kong-Station-Everything-You-Need-To-Know.htm
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http://www.brookfieldil.gov/content/page/2020_section8_1
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http://www.visitmt.com/listings/general/rail-service/whitefish-amtrak-station.html
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http://railvolution.org/rv2010_pdfs/20102110_10am_HSR_Baldwin.pdf
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http://digitalcommons.calpoly.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1045&context=crp_fac
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http://www.tourismsquamish.com/files/Squamish Community Tourism Plan_public.pdf
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D. Additional supporting documents and figures

Strategic imperative 1: Implement critical marketing functions

Recommendation 1-1: Establish a centralized Destination Marketing Function that reports to the Mayor
Destination Marketing Function best practice approach and illustration of roles

Figure D-1: Destination Marketing approach*

Approach stages

1. County tourism objectives as defined by the Mayor.

2. The Destination Marketing Function builds data-driven marketing plan with clear tourism objectives as defined by the County, with focus in driving tourism to the south.

3. Develop visitor segmentation based on observable buying behavior from the visitors to the area. Consider both international and local visitors, segmented by their behavior 
toward the different tourism experiences the County can offer. Define each group with unique characteristics to help shape how the Destination Marketing Function markets 
toward them (e.g., adventure tourists, ski tourists, family, local, international traveler, two-hour flight away and so on).

4. Tailor marketing according to measurable behavior patterns to build and strengthen tourist relationships. 

5. Create compelling tourism packages with the intentional design to build memorable experiences for visitors to make them clients for life.

6. Engage visitor segments working across all County tourism stakeholders and departments to help design and coordinate tourism promotions, such as when and how these 
promotions will be implemented. The Destination Marketing Function takes the lead on digital content and execution planning, communications planning, brand management 
and overall plan execution.

7. Diagnose marketing performance and using data and visitor feedback to inform and improve marketing processes moving forward.

* Based on IBM CMO point of view and current IBM marketing effective implementation approach

1
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2
Tourism 
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3
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7
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Figure D-2: Destination Marketing roles

Destination Marketing Officer supported by the following:

• Strategy and Planning Manager ensures plan coordination and alignment to the objectives.

• Product management team responsible for defining segments and groups of buyers to target based on a deep understanding of County tourism capabilities. 

• Promotion and partnership team engages and coordinates with County tourism providers to define the engagement with visitors and design how, when and where to engage 
— includes Digital Manager for content engine execution, Loyalty Program Manager and Partnership Mangers to coordinate initiatives with third parties, such as County tourism 
providers, travel agencies and transport providers.

Additional key roles to consider within the Destination Marketing Function include the following:

• Communications and brand management

• Analytics reporting capabilities to ensure the data and insight are provisioned across the function

• Coordination with Winter Olympics promotion initiatives
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Recommendation 1-2: Implement a county-wide loyalty program 
Loyalty program architecture framework and case studies

Figure D-3: Loyalty program illustrative architecture framework
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Source: IBM Collaborative Shopper Insights Framework to optimize retail and supplier promotional decisions
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Figure D-4: Loyalty program case studies

ENGADINcard (Switzerland) and Sierra Nevada Club (Spain) card holders enjoy the following perks: 

• Register digitally and remotely through respective web portals 

• Load ski lift passes online

• Access to equipment rental, hotel booking, promotions and discounts — these are targeted to segments

• Awards that can be redeemed in the area and connected to other partner loyalty program benefits (Sierra Nevada Club)

• Data provided by cardholders enable targeted marketing initiatives (e.g., offering ski and other promotions before the season starts)

www.engadincard.ch www.sierranevadaclub.es

http://www.engadincard.ch/
http://sierranevadaclub.es/
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Recommendation 1-3: Reassess Pyeongchang County’s brand identity, with emphasis on the name “Pyeongchang”
Brand identity case study

Figure D-5: Madrid identity case study

• Consistent brand identity implementation

• Web domain includes “Madrid” name

• Madrid name is included in communications across all channels 

Advertising

Madrid county business promotion

Digital

Brand identity
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Strategic imperative 3: Use data and analytics to drive tourism
Tourism analytics case studies — insights from cities around the world

Figure D-6: Amsterdam tourism analytics case study

Amsterdam tourism analytics: Highlights
Date Published: 04/02/2012, Last Updated: 05/01/2014

Overview Amsterdam: With annual visitor numbers totaling 12.2 million, Amsterdam is  
among Europe’s top 10 tourist cities. Visitor numbers to the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area  
are even higher, among both holiday and business visitors. In 2010, for example, the area  
hosted as many as 645 international conventions. The tourism sector in the Amsterdam 
Metropolitan Area generates approximately €6 billion annually and provides employment  
to 111,000. 

Business need: Amsterdam is a popular tourist destination, but the competition is fierce between European destination cities. Amsterdam 
Tourism & Convention Board (ATCB) wanted to make the city as attractive as possible to potential visitors by responding optimally to their 
needs. Targeted marketing campaigns would increase the chance of tourists opting for Amsterdam. 

Solution summary: ATCB analyzed data from various sources in order to gain insight into tourist preferences, behavior and satisfaction.  
In this way, ATCB is better able to gear its services and products to the tourists’ needs and thereby influence their behavior. In addition, 
analytics software makes it possible to predict which target groups are most likely to visit Amsterdam, allowing ATCB to make more-efficient 
use of its marketing budget and increase the results of its promotional campaigns. 

Results/benefits: Supports a 14% boost in hotel guests and overnight stays, a 7% increase in international airport arrivals and a 17%  
increase in the number of conventions. Enables a targeted approach toward potential visitors for more-effective use of the marketing  
budget. Increases visitor satisfaction and product sales, as well as substantially increases the number of tourists that visit Amsterdam.

Client quote:

“During the crisis we made all sorts of analyses of our results and calculated what the further impact would be by developing 
predictive models. Based on these analyses, the Amsterdam city council made budget available for us to develop additional 
marketing activities. That worked very well. We came out of the crisis much more quickly than other European cities.”
– Olivier Ponti, Research & Development Manager of the Development, Research and Advice Department, Amsterdam Tourism &  Convention Board 
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Figure D-7: Queensland tourism analytics case study
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Domestic Visitor Information
1. National Visitor Survey (NVS)

What it provides: A review of domestic visitors to 
Queensland and its regions including the number of visitors, 
their origin, reasons for travel, expenditure and a range of 
other information.

How is it collected?  Tourism Research Australia’s (TRA) NVS 
is the major source of information on the characteristics 
and travel patterns of Australians within Australia. The NVS 
data is collected by phone interviews throughout the year 
with 120,000 Australian residents aged 15 years or over. 
Respondents are selected randomly and interviewed about 
travel undertaken in the last 7 days (day trips), 4 weeks 
(overnight trips) or 3 months (outbound trips). 

Any limitations? The data isn’t published at the local 
government area (LGA) level due to reliability issues. 
However, some visitor profile data at this level can be 
sourced from LGA Profiles provided by Tourism Research 
Australia (see LGA Profiles in this doc). 

ABOUT THE NVS

 • Profile of domestic tourism in Australia
 • State / region level 
 • Published quarterly
 • See Domestic Tourism Snapshot for Queensland
 • For more info: contact TRA  or Tourism 

Queensland (TQ)  
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ABOUT THE OAD

 • Number of international arrivals and the  
number of Australians travelling overseas

 • State and port / airport level 
 • Published monthly
 • See Arrivals and Departures  Snapshot for 

Queensland
 • For more info: contact ABS  

2. Overseas Arrivals & Departures (OAD)

What it provides: Highline information on the number 
of international visitors to Australia (and their country 
of origin) and also the number of Australians travelling 
overseas and their respective destinations. Information on 
an international visitors’ main state of stay is also collected.

How is it collected? Through incoming and outgoing 
passenger cards, the Department of Immigration collect 
key information from travellers at Australian airports and 
sea ports. Released just five weeks after it’s collected the 
OAD is one of the timeliest data sources available. 

Any limitations? The OAD only records the arrivals and 
departures by the first city visitors arrived into or departed 
from i.e. domestic flight connections are not recorded. The 
OAD only provides state visited data based on main state 
of stay only. OAD data cannot be directly compared with 
IVS data for this reason and because the OAD collects data 
for people of all ages whereas the IVS and NVS collect data 
only for those aged 15 years and over.

International Visitor Information
1. International Visitor Survey (IVS)

What it provides: A review of international visitors to 
Queensland and its regions including the number of 
visitors, their country of residence, reasons for travel, 
expenditure and a range of other information. 

How is it collected?  TRA’s IVS is the main source of 
information on international visitors to Australia. The IVS 
is a face-to-face interview conducted with 40,000 short-
term international travellers aged 15 years or over at the 
departure lounges of Australia’s 8 major international 
airports.

Any limitations? The data isn’t published at LGA level due 
to reliability issues. However, some visitor profile data 
at this level can be sourced from LGA Profiles provided 
by TRA (see LGA Profile in this doc). The IVS provides 
information on a visitors’ activities at a national level only 
and not by state or region. 

ABOUT THE IVS

 • Profile of international tourism in Australia
 • State / region level 
 • Published quarterly
 • See International Tourism Snapshot for 

Queensland
 • For more info: contact TRA or TQ
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Domestic Visitor Information
1. National Visitor Survey (NVS)

What it provides: A review of domestic visitors to 
Queensland and its regions including the number of visitors, 
their origin, reasons for travel, expenditure and a range of 
other information.

How is it collected?  Tourism Research Australia’s (TRA) NVS 
is the major source of information on the characteristics 
and travel patterns of Australians within Australia. The NVS 
data is collected by phone interviews throughout the year 
with 120,000 Australian residents aged 15 years or over. 
Respondents are selected randomly and interviewed about 
travel undertaken in the last 7 days (day trips), 4 weeks 
(overnight trips) or 3 months (outbound trips). 

Any limitations? The data isn’t published at the local 
government area (LGA) level due to reliability issues. 
However, some visitor profile data at this level can be 
sourced from LGA Profiles provided by Tourism Research 
Australia (see LGA Profiles in this doc). 

ABOUT THE NVS

 • Profile of domestic tourism in Australia
 • State / region level 
 • Published quarterly
 • See Domestic Tourism Snapshot for Queensland
 • For more info: contact TRA  or Tourism 

Queensland (TQ)  
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Domestic Visitor Information
1. National Visitor Survey (NVS)

What it provides: A review of domestic visitors to 
Queensland and its regions including the number of visitors, 
their origin, reasons for travel, expenditure and a range of 
other information.

How is it collected?  Tourism Research Australia’s (TRA) NVS 
is the major source of information on the characteristics 
and travel patterns of Australians within Australia. The NVS 
data is collected by phone interviews throughout the year 
with 120,000 Australian residents aged 15 years or over. 
Respondents are selected randomly and interviewed about 
travel undertaken in the last 7 days (day trips), 4 weeks 
(overnight trips) or 3 months (outbound trips). 

Any limitations? The data isn’t published at the local 
government area (LGA) level due to reliability issues. 
However, some visitor profile data at this level can be 
sourced from LGA Profiles provided by Tourism Research 
Australia (see LGA Profiles in this doc). 

ABOUT THE NVS

 • Profile of domestic tourism in Australia
 • State / region level 
 • Published quarterly
 • See Domestic Tourism Snapshot for Queensland
 • For more info: contact TRA  or Tourism 

Queensland (TQ)  
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ABOUT THE OAD

 • Number of international arrivals and the  
number of Australians travelling overseas

 • State and port / airport level 
 • Published monthly
 • See Arrivals and Departures  Snapshot for 

Queensland
 • For more info: contact ABS  

2. Overseas Arrivals & Departures (OAD)

What it provides: Highline information on the number 
of international visitors to Australia (and their country 
of origin) and also the number of Australians travelling 
overseas and their respective destinations. Information on 
an international visitors’ main state of stay is also collected.

How is it collected? Through incoming and outgoing 
passenger cards, the Department of Immigration collect 
key information from travellers at Australian airports and 
sea ports. Released just five weeks after it’s collected the 
OAD is one of the timeliest data sources available. 

Any limitations? The OAD only records the arrivals and 
departures by the first city visitors arrived into or departed 
from i.e. domestic flight connections are not recorded. The 
OAD only provides state visited data based on main state 
of stay only. OAD data cannot be directly compared with 
IVS data for this reason and because the OAD collects data 
for people of all ages whereas the IVS and NVS collect data 
only for those aged 15 years and over.

International Visitor Information
1. International Visitor Survey (IVS)

What it provides: A review of international visitors to 
Queensland and its regions including the number of 
visitors, their country of residence, reasons for travel, 
expenditure and a range of other information. 

How is it collected?  TRA’s IVS is the main source of 
information on international visitors to Australia. The IVS 
is a face-to-face interview conducted with 40,000 short-
term international travellers aged 15 years or over at the 
departure lounges of Australia’s 8 major international 
airports.

Any limitations? The data isn’t published at LGA level due 
to reliability issues. However, some visitor profile data 
at this level can be sourced from LGA Profiles provided 
by TRA (see LGA Profile in this doc). The IVS provides 
information on a visitors’ activities at a national level only 
and not by state or region. 

ABOUT THE IVS

 • Profile of international tourism in Australia
 • State / region level 
 • Published quarterly
 • See International Tourism Snapshot for 

Queensland
 • For more info: contact TRA or TQ
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Figure D-8: Melbourne tourism analytics case study

Melbourne Spring Fashion Week analytics: Highlights
Date Published: 02/24/2015, Last Updated: 03/02/2015

Overview Victoria, Australia: Melbourne is the capital city of Victoria, Australia, and is the 
business, administrative, cultural and recreational hub of the state and the financial center  
of the country. The second-most populous city in Australia, the Melbourne metropolitan area  
has a population of approximately 4.2 million. More than 800,000 people access the city on  
an average day. Founded in 1835, Melbourne is rated highly in education, entertainment, 
healthcare, research and development, tourism and sports. 

Business need: The City of Melbourne, Australia, wanted to draw stronger, more measurable linkages between its annual Melbourne 
Spring Fashion Week (MSFW) program and the effect the event has on local retail business. The city wanted to take advantage of the 
abundance of social media data that is voluntarily shared by city residents and visitors about MSFW to understand its audience and create  
a better event experience.

Solution summary: Melbourne used social media analytics technology to assess conversations about its fashion week on Twitter and 
Instagram. The solution, hosted on a cloud platform, features an interactive website to help drive social media traffic and uses mobile, 
high-volume analytics and psycholinguistics technology to give event planners a view of the social engagement, sentiment and reach  
of the fashion week show online. 

Benefits: Melbourne can now understand exactly where, what, why and how consumers engaged digitally, how this will impact the next MSFW 
and what it means to participating retailers. The social media solution analyzed more than 15,000 Twitter and Instagram posts that mentioned 
MSFW during the event. More than 98% of Twitter posts were positive or neutral, and nearly 9,000 Instagram posts generated more than 17,000 
comments and nearly 400,000 likes. More than half of all users of the interactive website used mobile devices. 

Client quote:

“To understand our audience even better, we looked to big data and analytics to enhance the customer experience and 
understand how trends on the catwalk translated online and in-store.”
– Lucan Creamer, Commercial and Marketing Executive
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Chinese impression of Pyeongchang — social listening  
by sentiment analysis 

Data collection period: Six months (October 2014 - March 2015)

Overall observation: The IBM team learned that Pyeongchang  
does not have much of a presence on digital platforms, especially in 
China. Most mentions about the County include neutral sentiments 
about Olympics-related news and very little about the travel 
experience to Pyeongchang.

Figure D-9: Pyeongchang sentiment analysis — topics share

• Pyeongchang has a total buzz volume of 6,177 in the last  
six months on Chinese social media

• “Winter Olympics” and “travel” are the hottest topics for 
Pyeongchang — more than 76% buzz share is related to  
Winter Olympics and 25% is about travel

7%

21%

72%

Topics share
Data period: October 2014 - March 2015

Travel Others Winter Olympics

N = 6,177
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Figure D-10: Pyeongchang sentiment analysis — sentiment share

• Pyeongchang received 13% positive sentiment and 4% negative sentiment with most conversations rated as neutral

• Weibo and news outlets (News) offered the most sentiment feedback

• Weibo is the most popular platform for overall Pyeongchang conversations, and there is a slight difference on venue distribution for the  
top two main topics:

 – Winter Olympics: Weibo (70%), News (24%) 

 – Travel: Weibo (77%), Wechat (14%)

Overall venue distribution
Data period: October 2014 - March 2015

13%

4%

83%

Overall sentiment share
Data period: October 2014 - March 2015

Negative Positive Neutral Wechat News Weibo

Pyeongchang Winter Olympics Travel

N = 6,177N = 6,177 N = 4,710 N = 1,522
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Figure D-11: Sentiment analysis — Topic: Winter Olympics

Sentiment:
Positive: 5%
Neutral: 95%
Negative: 1%

Main content:
• Includes preparations  

to the emblem, advertising, 
commercial sponsorships  
and infrastructure  
for the Winter Olympics.

Sentiment:
Positive: 15%
Neutral: 78%
Negative: 7%

Main content:
• Preparation and progress for 

athletes and participants to meet 
their Olympic medal targets.

Sentiment:
Positive: 0%
Neutral: 100%
Negative: 0%

Main content:
• News published that KT Corporation 

will pioneer 5G mobile technology for 
Winter Olympics 2018, which grabs 
the attention of netizens, as well as 
venders in the mobile industry, who 
want to capitalize on the business 
opportunity of the 5G mobile market.

Winter Olympics

Organizer 
preparations 

49%

Participant 
preparations 

38%

Mobility  

8%
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Figure D-12: Sentiment analysis — Topic: travel

Sentiment:
Positive: 26%
Neutral: 74%
Negative: 0%

Main content:
• Information about comprehensive 

service facilities, such us hotel 
information and transportation 
services.

Sentiment:
Positive: 27%
Neutral: 72%
Negative: 2%

Main content:
• Discussion about new attractions 

and food, promotions for the local 
cultural festivals and celebrations 
and information on K-pop.

Travel

Tourism 
culture

50%

Public 
facilities

39%
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